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Private giving shows dramatic gain 
Private support to Portland State University increased 
dramatically during the 1982-83 year. Gifts and grants 
totaling $1,741,246 were recorded, more than doubling 
the dollar amount received the previous year. 
"Several large grants were responsible for most of the 
increase," noted Philip R. Bogue, executive director of 
the PSU Foundation. "But the success is also due to a 
large number of donors who have become aware of the 
importance of private support to the University." 
Alumni giving was up more than SO percent over the 
previous year and gifts from corporations and friends also 
increased. 
Donors can earmark their gifts for specific departments 
or programs at the University or they can give 
unrestricted gifts. Some of the major designated grants 
made to PSU in 1982-83 include the following: 
• $255,000 to the School of Engineering 
To establish a very large scale integrated system 
design center and develop a computer engineering 
program for the School of Engineering. The project 
will ensure that every graduating student has 
command of the latest automated tools in the 
design, fabrication and testing of digital circuits. 
(Murdock Charitable Trust) 
• $72,000 to the School of Business 
To enhance the Earle A. Chiles Microcomputing 
Center in the School of Business, used by students and 
faculty for research projects and hands-on experience. 
(Chiles Foundation) 
• $87,000 to Portland State University 
A collaborative effort with the University of 
Oregon to develop an ultrahigh vacuum 
photoelectron microscope for biological and 
medical research. Significant advances can be made 
in the knowledge of the structure of normal and 
malignant cell surfaces due to the increased 
resolution possible with this equipment. 
(Murdock Charitable Trust) 
• $135,000 to the Viking Athletic Association 
To enhance the baseball program and further 
develop all athletic programs at PSU. 
(Chiles Foundation) 
Of equal importance to the University are the 
unrestricted gifts received from alumni, businesses and 
friends. "These gifts allow the University administration 
to fund important projects in a timely manner as the 
opportunities arise," explained Bogue. 
Most contributions to Portland State go through the 
PSU Foundation, a public non-profit organization which 
is authorized to receive and administer gifts for the 
benefit of the University. A 40-member volunteer board 
directs the Foundation's activities, which include 
developing and implementing programs that encourage 
gifts to Portland State University. 
"Private support adds dimensions to the University:s 
programs which help distinguish PSU as a leader in 
quality education," said Bogue. "Student scholarships, 
opportunities for faculty to participate in professional 
development activities, and special equipment purchases 
are all crucial to our ability to serve the community with 
quality programs, but are items not provided by state 
funds. 
"Gifts and grants make a significant difference in these 
areas. With such generous support, I feel very good 
about our prospect for a successful future." 
Message from the President: 
Almost 112 years ago, before he became President of the United States, James A. Garfield 
commented to a group of Williams College alumni on "the value of a true teacher." In doing so, he 
uttered what has become perhaps the most quoted and misquoted passage in American education. 
"Give me a log hut," he said, "with only a simple bench, Mark Hopkins at one end and Ion the other, 
and you may have all the buildings, apparatus and libraries without him." 
Mark Hopkins was then President of Williams College, and his reaction to Garfield's comment has 
never come to my attention. But it might be supposed that he would have heartily applauded former 
Professor Garfield's assessment of the value of a good teacher, while noting that even the most 
dedicated and competent teachers and their students need strong libraries, adequate classrooms and 
laboratories, and the equipment and other support which undergirds the instructional process. 
Technological advances make all these crucial today. When alumni and friends appear on the 
University's behalf before the Legislative Assembly and other appropriating bodies, and when these 
individuals, corporations, and foundations make the financial contributions listed on the following 
pages, they help assure that students coming to Portland State will find good teachers and all of the 
educational resources needed for quality instruction and research programs. Those students and faculty 
members join me in appreciation to each of you for your assistance and encouragement. 






The "dackety-clack" of the PSU 
library's teletype machine has been 
replaced with the quiet beeps of a 
microcomputer, signaling a move 
toward greater efficiency in the 
interlibrary loan department. The 
S6,000 purchase of a eTR terminal 
and an Envax memory retention unit 
was made possible by alumni gifls 
a llocated with the approval of the 
PSU Foundation executive committee. 
" Libraries are in the infonnation 
business, and info rmation is more and 
more synonymous with technology," 
said Millar Library director Tom 
pfingsten, who added, " Keeping up 
with technological changes is nearly 
impossible without outside funding." 
The new equipment speeds up 
communications with libraries all over 
the northwest and Californi a, sending 
and receiving loan requests, memos 
and route notes instantaneously. 
While th is "electronic mail serv ice" 
has not replaced conventiona l mail, 
telephone and TWX communication, 
it has allowed the interlibrary loan 
department to handle aboul 15% 
more requests this year, said assistant 
library director Ken Butler. 
"This improves our service to the 
library u.ser, especia lly the graduate 
student and faculty member, a nd 
~~~~~i~rf~~~~e~:t:r~~rfrom 
us," said pfingsten. 
Previous Alumni Fund allocations 
10 the library have resuhed in the 
purchase of an Apple computer (or 
audio-visual services and videotape 
recorders (or instructional television 
services. Special sets of books 
acquired with alumni gifts bear 
l:x>okplates citing their generosity. 
"Since general fund equipment 
money has been in very short supply, 
many o( the library's newer 
developments would not have been 





Lelt: Assistant library director Ken Butler 
and director Tom pfingsten watch student 
aide Brad Hall send a book request to 
another state schoot on new ek!ctronic mail 
system. Below: Peer placement advisor Dee 
Thompson Upe5 tr~nees Debra Co.eff and 
Ellen TihOfl during mock inte ..... iew at Piace-
ment Office. Right: Junior Amy Simantel, 
Alumni scholarship re<:ipient. 
Counselor's dream realized with equipment 
Not all good stories have happy 
beginnings. The story about the 
Placement Office's new video 
equipment began with a tragedy, but 
came to a fruitful conclusion through 
a mix of loya lty and generosity. 
Career counselor Donna Haines, a 
PSU alumna ('70, MS ' 81 ) who was 
extremely devoted to the University, 
died suddenly on the job in May, 
1982, the victim o( a heart attack. 
~~:db!!Ya t~~~~~ h~l~i~:::;7h:ial 
Placement Office. 
"Donna was a strong proponent of 
the use of videotaping in our office," 
said Placement Director Mary 
Cumpston. "She used to lament that 
we didn't have the equipment." 
me~~i~itfu~~~ ~h~~~~nn~hF~nd 
made it possible for the Placement 
Office to purchase a camera, monitor, 
recorder, stand and tapes. " It's been 
in nearly constant use si nce the day 
we got it," said Cumpston. 
With the equipment purchased last 
summer, students are able to tape 
mock interviews and observe 
themselves, view recruiting tapes from 
employers, and "attend" ca reer 
seminars that did not fit into their 
schedules. The video equipment has 
also been used for the training of peer 
advisors, and for viewing rented, 
donated and purchased training and 
instructional tapes. "There's no better 
teaching tool," said Cumpston. The 
office's next project will be to tape a 
tour of the office and its resources. 
"All of us who knew Donna remark 
about how pleased she would have 
been seeing this equipment used," 
said Cumpston. " It's the ideal tribute 
to her, the office and PSU." 
Award helps student 
with first step 
toward med school 
Amy Simantel is the kind of student 
for whom a 3.85 CPA just isn't good 
enough. " I'm going to have to quit 
getting 8's," she said. Her aspirations 
:~e;~7~~~~h~'~:ft~~~heafi~~;hJ~t 
?SU. 
The Hillsboro High School graduate 
is on a four-year scholarship made 
possible by alumni donations . Her 
particular award, the Holly Hill 
Memorial Scholarship, was named for 
another " Hill High" grad and PSU 
student who died in 1981. " I guess 
we had a few things in common, like 
the flute and gymnastics," said 
Simantel. 
Now a junior majoring in biology, 
Simantel has had to put aside her 
flute and other interests as the MeAT 
exam approaches and she prepares 
for a career she expects will bring a 
sense of "accomplishment and 
competence. " 
PSU, which has been a challenging 
first step for Amy, is becoming a 
tradition in the Simantel family . 
Amy's father, a strawberry and filbert 
farmer and former teacher, received 
his masters in education in '68, and 
her mother, a teacher, earned two 
degrees (BA '74 and M.Ed. '77) (rom 
PSU. Amy's brother, who is an 
alternate for an alumni scholarship, 
arrives on campus this fall , and their 
~~~::~~r:c~~:~e~~~~~rfa71 ~f '84. 
The S 1,000 Simantel receives each 
year allows her to live near campus 
instead of commuting from Hillsboro. 
She avoids gains into debt by 
working one job during school and 
two jobs in the summer, helping out 
on her family's farm when she can. 
Abaut her alumni " mentors," Amy 
says with a big smile, " I' m glad they 
gave." 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------1982-83 
These companies have generously contributed to the PSU 
Alumni Fund, O( marched gifts made by their employees. 
Corporate Matching Gift Program 
Aetna life & Casualty Foundation. 
In<. 
Aleo Standard foundation 
Atthur Andersen Foundallon 
Anhur Young Founda!ion 
Mantic RlChfN!ld Foundaoon 
8an:laysAmeric.ln CorporatIOn 
Slack & Company, InC. 
BristoI-MyersiMead Johnson & Co. 
Burlington Northem Foundation 
Chevron U.S.A., Inc. 
Coopet5 & lybr,lnd Foundation 
Deloitte Haskins & Sells 
Foundation 
Ernst & WhimleV Foundalion 
First Inlel"Stilte Bank of Oregon 
HaNey Hubbell Foundation 
HyuerCOfPO'iItion 
Intel Corporation 
J.e . Penney Company. Inc. 




PacifIC Northwest Bell 
Pitney Bowes, Inc. 
flnee Wa\el'hou§e foundation 
WECO losunnce Companies 
Shell Companies Foondafion. Inc. 
Sfemens,.Allis.lnc. 
SWldarcl Insurance Company 
Tektronix Foundation 
The BoeIng Company 
The Peal, Marwick, Mitchell 
Foundation 
The Quaker Oats f(MJndalion 
The Times Mirror Company 
Tr~velen In~rance Companies 
UPS foundation 
Union PacifIC CQI'pOriIlioo 
Willamette Industries, Inc. 
MBA fund backs special projects 
in School of Business 
A significant element of alumni 
giving to Portland State is the MBA 
Development Fund, organized this 
year by two Portland Slate MBA 
graduates. Kirk Taylor ('71) and Agnes 
Gallagher r7n wrote leiters and 
::r!~atl~ t~~B~~i~r ~~~~~. 
Gifts totaling over $17,700 will 
enable the School of Business to 
support activities such as: 
• Professional development far 
faculty 
• Scholarships and awards to 
outstanding students 
• Recruiting top faculty 
• Student organizations 
• Microcomputers for student and 
faculty use 
• The annual MBA Update 
• School of Business newsletter 
"Contributed funds rrom alumni, 
corporations and foundations are 
giving us the flexibility to participate 
in some really important projects in 
the School of Business," according to 
Roger Moseley, acting dean. 
"Example: One of our faculty was 
able to attend a conference in New 
York, where he gathered some 
significant material related to robotics. 
He and a colleague have since 
developed their expertise in this area 
and are making public presentations 
and providing an important resource 
to the community. 
"We are very thankful for the 
support that made this possible." 
DearGrad 
~Y6u! 
Alumni gifts near $100,000 
in fourth annual campaign 
It pays to be direct. 
This was the theo<y behind the 
Alumni Fund 4 campaign theme -
"Dear Grad: Send Money" - and it 
worked. PSU alumni responded very 
favorably to the light but 
straightforward message, giving more 
than ever before. In fact, their 
commitment was expressed in a 61 
percent increase in contributions over 
last year's annual giving campaign. 
Gifts for 1982-83 totaled a record 
$98,858.33 . 
"Our goal (or Alumni Fund 4 was 
$90,000," explained Barbara Coit, 
1973 graduate and volunteer 
chairman of the annual drive. "We 
easily achieved that goal and came 
amazingly dose to $100,000." Coit 
was assisted by 37 other alumni 
volunteers who personally contacted 
about 200 prospective donors. 
Alumni volunteers were aided by a 
team of student phoners who worked 
year-round to secure pledges by 
telephone. They called close to 4,000 
graduates and received gifts from 
1,000. Two direct mail pieces and a 
series of reminders and follow-up 
letters rounded oul the campaign, 
which reached 23.000 graduates 
across the country. 
"At the heart or the annual giving 
program are our alumni volunteers," 
noted Karen Martini, PSU 
development officer. 'rrhe staff can 
do nothing more than plan an annual 
campaign and provide support for the 
volunteers, who are out there making 
the calls. Their enthusiasm and 
dedication to PSU is what makes the 
program a success." 
Contributions to Alumni Fund 4 
will provide merit scholarships for 
entering freshmen, and augment 
University departments and programs. 
"The Alumni Fund is important 
because it provides a base of 
unrestricted financial support for the 
University," said Martini. " 't's a fund 
which allows the flexibility to support 
projects and activities which do not 
receive funding from the state. but 
which are critical to Portland State as 
il grows and serves the community 
with quality education and research. 
" In a time of continuing budget 
cuts, that support is even more 
important and appreciated." 
Where the dollars go . .. 
520,000 Alumni Sc;holarship Program: Merit scholarships to entering 
freshmen In an effort to conllnually upgrade the quality of psU's 
student body and add new challenge to professors and fellow 
students. 
$30,000 To be allocated by a committee o( PSU alumni and staff (or 
equipment purchases, research support, faculty development 
opportunities and library resources. The allocation will be based 
a~ proposals submitted by deans. department heads and faculty, 
WIth the final approval of the PSU Foundation Executive 
Committee. 




Alumni Fund 4 Donor Clubs Special thanks to those donors who have made a significant commitment to the University 
President's Associates ($1000 and 
above) 
David S. Belles '60 
Willard l. Eccles 
James O. Estes '66 
les R. Fahey '68 
Candace C. Kinle '79 
Carl J. Kubin 'SO 
Delores A. leon '70 
Peggy J. Miller '78 
Dan Regis 
Sonja l. Riihimaki '64 
Brad l. Skinner '71 
N. Kirk Taylor '71 
D. Earl Wantland 
C. Norman Winningstad '73 
Dean's List ($500 to $999) 
Charles W. Botsford '68 
David G. Efurd 
Allen B. Hatfield 
James S. Jackson '80 
larry M. Thompson '68 
Rodney Wells 
University Partners ($250 to $499) 
James E. Bisio '71 
Keith E. Bunday 
Scon A. Burgess '72 
Barbara E. Coit '73 
Donald R. Davis '47 
Harry l. Demorest 
Otto J. Glausi '58 
Dave McClintock 
Jerry A. Parsons '62 
Edgar C. Shanks 
Carl R. Shirley '73 
Linnea E. Swanson '78 
Norm Walker 
4 
Park Blocks Associates ($100 to $249) 
A. John Alve III 76 
Ray D. Anderson Jr. '59 
Jerome l. Anderson 
Richard D. Arneson 76 
M. Edgar Barrett '67 
Bruce H. '73 & Debra A. Bartlett '73 
Fritz Bartsch '74 
Shirley A. Bass '74 
Greta E. Beard '80 
John l. '80 & Patty D. Becker '79 
Glen B. Beckley '68 
Kenneth F. Bell '63 
Michael W. '74 & Dawn E. 
Bloechel '72 
Paul M. Brown Jr. '79 
David A. Bruns '69 
Steven C. Brutscner '74 
Patricia K. Buescher '73 
Charles J. Carlson '49 
Kathleen Collier '69 
Gerald 8. Craig '66 
Terry N. Crawford '79 
William C. Crayne '72 
Dean D. DeChaine '59 
A. Michael Dianich '74 
Scott l. Duncan '75 
David A. Durfee '64 
K.G. Engert '70 
Ross '73 & Janet K. Engle '70 
Dave E. Erickson '74 
John M. Evans 
Delano D. '68 & laura A. Eyer '68 
Nickolas K. fisher '72 
Oon J. Georgeson '50 
Richard E. Goff 
Marc H. Goldberg '79 
Terence Healy 
Judith A. Heath '72 
Gerald Hilbrich 
Paul R. Hildebrand '70 
Richard A. Hallway '80 
Sharon M. Horn '62 
John C. Hunger ' 74 
Alan C. Jones '67 
Marilynne T. Keyser 
John l. Kinman '68 
Anton C. Kirchhof '67 
Joanne Knight '65 
lee H. Koehn '73 
Michael M. Koike '76 
Joan M. lee '69 
Karen J. '73 & Richard l. 
Martini '73 
Janet C. Mathews '81 
David W. McComb '74 
Terry McDonald 
G.l. Bill Miller '61 
Randolph l. Miller '77 
William B. Miller '76 
Randy R. Morris '70 
Grant V. Mumpower '46 
Ardon l. Overby '64 
Thomas A. Pantle '63 
Peter l. Pedersen '69 
l arry l. Plum '64 
Marna l. Porath '76 
Charles H. Putney '63 
Joann Reese '73 
lloyd V. Ross '68 
Roy J. Rucker '65 
Sandra l. Russi ll '62 
leslie D. Saunders '71 
Stanley D. Schatz '72 
George W. Scherzer '80 
Richard D. Schnitzer '58 
Joan D. Schwartzman '81 
Richard C. Sherwood 72 
Milton R. Smith '62 
Richard B. Solomon '69 
Caroline P. Stoel '73 
Gloria l. Strand '80 
Richard J. Swee '72 
Kathryn M. T akemura ' 79 
frank M. Trunman '46 
Lila A. Ulrich '76 
Michael D. Wagoner '76 
Gregory T. Wallwork 70 
Wayne C. Warren 72 
James N. Westwood '67-
Anita M. Williams '79 
Jerry M. Williams '68 
John l. '65 & Angela M. 
Wykoff '72 
David l. Yamasaki '75 
Donald f . Zeidlhack '59 
Maureen C.Zimmer '78 
A not~ full of proposals ~rom faculty, deans and ~ireclo~ greeted the Alumni AlkKalion commiHee responsibJe for distributing the 
~ndesignat~ funds br~gh~ In from the fourth alumni campaign. From leh: Karen Martini '73, PSU Oe\Ielopment Officer; John kifIffYn 
68, Alumni Fund 3 chair; kirk Taylor '71, Alumni Fund volunteer and chair of MBA Development Fund" lee koehn '73 Alumni Fund 2 
chair. Committee members nol pictured: David Belles '60, Alumni Fund 1 chair; Joseph Blume! rSu President· ~ Phil Bogue 
Executive Director, PSU Foundatktn. ' , , 
-------------------------------------1982-83 
Donors to Alumni Fund 4 
A 
AlbertT. Abe '65 
Jon P. Abraham '63 
}oryM. Abrams '79 
Donald W.Acker '49 
Richard W. Adamek '70 
Daniel C. Adams '78 
Marguerite A. Adlhoch '78 
Barbara l. Alberty '75 
Carol B. Alelyunas '80 
Annabelle M. AIeJ(ander '62 
Michelle Alexander '68 
Vernon I. A18 '73 
Mary). Allen '64 
Nora M. Allen '74 
)ean F. Ameele '82 
)on R. Andersen '76 
Arnold P. Anderson '47 
Bruce R. Anderson '76 
June E. Anderson '71 
lany R.Anderson '69 
Ronald L. Anderson '72 
Roscoe C.Anderson '67 
Thomas M. Anderwn '71 
Richard C. Andrews '77 
Nancy M. Ankcorn '72 
Morteza Aooushiravani '78 
Charles A.Anthony '68 
John Apo5tolos '70 
Jeanne I. Arbow 79 
Thomas E. Ardell '62 
James LArena '78 
William E. Arendes '81 
R,C. Arnold Jr. '65 
luom;ta M.K. Arrant '77 
Stephen E. Ashby '82 
linda). Athanas '7 1 
Charles T. Auch Ir. '71 
RuthannAudritsh '79 
Nobuko M. Azumano '62 
B 
Virginia l. Sabin '79 
Donald G. Bachman '63 
8iruta N. Bachofner '72 
Barbara J. BackSlrand '74 
George A. Baggenstos '70 
lester M. Baker Jf. '62 
ElizabethBaker '82 
Greg E. Baker 78 
jerry D. Bakke 73 
Donald J. Baldrica '82 
Terry R. Baldwin 71 
Jay M. Balfour 70 
Carol H. Balsiger '68 
Alwyn W. Barnes '73 
Gary G. Barnes 70 
l ynneA. Barta 76 
Ronald A. Barrick 78 
Sybil Barrier 79 
Richard l. Barron '67 
Shirley A. Barshaw 75 
Susan l. Barter 78 
Annette C. Bartnolomae '68 
leslie Bartlett 
Earl D. Barton '61 
Steven J. Barton '80 
Ronald F. Bastiani '7) 
Emily W. Bates '66 
Richard P. Bauer '72 
Stephen N. 79 & Margaret A. 
Bauer 79 
SheryiA. SOlum '82 
Victoria S. Baum 74 
James D. Baumbach '81 
Bruce K. Baur 78 
WesIeyE. Baxter '60 
Diane K.H. Bader 71 
Robert J. Bechtold Jf. '77 
Gregory j . Becker 77 
Mark Becker '68 
Valerie A. Beckwith '82 
Jane E. Bedell 74 
Anne S. Bell '80 
Jacqueline S. BeIl.Arney 71 
Michael R. 8ellish 77 
ClytisC. Belloit '56 
Spencer M. Benfield '65 
Carolyn M. Benner '64 
David E. Benneth 76 
l orelle J. Bennett '72 
Marjorie J. Benson '82 
Nick C. Bentoo '82 
Wayne H. 73 & Patricia F. 
Berger 70 
Christine M. 8efreth '69 
WilliamG.Berry '81 
Elizabeth A. Bieg 78 
lucille J. Bigelow 73 
Kevin B. Billings 76 
Karen J. Birck 77 
Donald C. Bird '60 
Thomas R. Bispham '66 
Paul J. Bjofe 77 
Steven R. Bjorklund 79 
Nancy A. Bjornsen 70 
Beverly J. Blair 73 
Paula J. Blair '81 
l ynn M. Blake 'BO 
lawrence D. Bliesner 72 
Karen A. Bliquez '77 
James A. Block '64 
Karen I. Blomquist '80 
Richard T. '64 & Kathryn I. 
Blomquist '65 
Prisci lla M. Blumel 'B l 
Helen E. Blumenthal '72 
Cathryn l. Bobzien 75 
Douglas M. Boddington 'Bl 
James A. Bohlman '80 
MarilouA. Bohmann 75 
Marianne E. Bollig '59 
Rosemary Bond 7 1 
Kathryn l. Bonham 75 
William A.Bonnikseo 70 
Beverly A. Booldn '80 
Alcena E. Boozer 74 
Penny l. Boronat '82 
James S. Sorquisl 77 
Kathleen A. Borrusso '63 
Joanne M. Bortniak '80 
Robert J. Boss '61 
Joyce E. Bowden 71 
John B. Bower 77 
Patricia C. Bowman '80 
Songcha P. Bowman '80 
David C. Boyle '81 
Pauline M. Bradford 70 
Marion M. Bradley '66 
Randy W. Brandini 79 
Mary Ann Brandon 70 
Sherron M. Bredeen 70 
MaryM. Breithaupt 77 
Albert H. Breoaman '65 
Florence M. Brentano 78 
Dixie L Brewer 78 
Pamela L Bridgehouse 74 
Carol E. Bridges '80 
Mike Bridwell 73 
Muidel O. Brockman 7 1 
Megan l. Brooke '82 
James B. Brooks '80 
Anita l. Broomas 79 
John L Brosy 73 
Collette l. Noble Brown 77 
loyde R. Brown '49 
Mildred E. Brown 78 
MindyJ. Brown '81 
Shannon Brown 
Marilyn M. Brugman 70 
linda M. 8russ 7 1 
BenjaminJ. Bryant '81 
Ruth L Bryant 76 
Kathleen T. Bucher '81 
Sherman Bucher 'BO 
HowardJ. Buck 'B2 
John F. Buck 79 
Patrick H. BlJCk 79 
Gaye L Buckmaster 76 
Suzanne E. Budde '81 
George A. Buettner 70 
Jacqueline N. Boisman 76 
Ramona T. Bundus '77 
Jocelyn J. Burbach 79 
Gary A. Burda '80 
larry H. Buren '77 
Richard A. Burgione 'B l 
Nancy E. Burke '82 
John F. Burnham '50 
Jo Ann E. Burton '59 
Preston A. Butcher '59 
DouglasE. Butler 71 
c 
Tom l. Cabe '72 
Frank H. Caldwell '61 
Gerry B. Cameron '62 
David N. Campagna '73 
PaulH.Campbeil 7B 
Terry D. Campbell 77 
Thomas J. Campbell 76 
Mary C. Cantrell '80 
.lerome Caplan 
Ronald M. Caplan '68 
WiliiamR. Carbah '75 
Dennisl. Cardwell 75 
Ronald D. Carlson 77 
Richard H. Carson '82 
Robert K. Carus 79 
lynnM. Carver 76 
Edward P. Carveth 'B2 
Anna l. Case 72 
leonard E. Cason '47 
Robert H. Cassidy 78 
Iohn P. Caughlan '77 
Ernesf/. Cavalli 73 
Ronald C. Cease 'SO 
MargIe l. Chadwick '60 
Carolyn M. Charette '81 
Herbert E. Charnstrom '48 
Norbert C. Chartrey '64 
Barbara F. Chase 79 
Vicki R. Chase 78 
Stephen D. Chassaing 79 
Joseph W. Cheek 72 
Margaret M. Cheek 'B l 
Patricia J. Chemnick '68 
CarolA. Cnestler 78 
linda C. Choquette '59 
Anthony C. Christensen 70 
CraigT. Christy '69 
Charlene E. Clark 74 
Jacquelyn Clark 76 
James D. Clark '81 
WilliamB . Clark '70 
Marci K. Clark·Yung 71 
Candace M. Clarke '82 
Alan Clarke 
joseph H. 'SB & linda l. 
Clarke 77 
Theodore W.Clarke '81 
James W. Claxton '69 
Charles A. Clemans '56 
Alex R. Clemens 78 
Carol M. Cochran 71 
linda K. Cochran '73 
Bradley D. Cochrane '79 
Sandra R. Cae '64 
John G. Colasurdo 78 
.leffrey W. Cole 70 
Richard A. Cole '59 
Jana M. Coleman '67 
Helen T. Collins '69 
Douglas H. Condon '81 
Brian L Cone 73 
Coleen A. Connolly 75 
Beatrice D. Cook 77 
Betty J. Cook 71 
Vera J. Cook '77 
Corry R. 79 & Denise E. 
Cooper '80 
Kathleen A. Cornett '75 
Sister Rose Dolores Costello 75 
Antoine M. Cotton 73 
Alan l. Courts 72 
Robert E. Cousins 74 
lynn M. COX 79 
Kathy A. Crawford 79 
Keith l. Crawford '82 
linda P. Crick 7 1 
Penny l. Crislip '77 
Daniell. Crisp '82 
Kent H. Crossley '68 
Maryann Crouch '80 
Janel M. Crodeo 74 
Thomas E. Culmsee 76 
Kevin Cummings '82 
Mary H. Cumpston '57 
linda G. Curl '80 
Edith A. Curtis 79 
leotaJ. Cutler 70 
D 
Paula E. Dacklin 76 
JohnM. Daggett '70 
Carol D. Daley '81 
Helen M. Da lton 75 
Vinh Quoc Dang '81 
Janice C. D.miels 70 
Millicent A. Daniels '80 
Rosemary Daniels 72 
Gene M. Danzer '49 
lorene M. Dassow 79 
lisa A. Davidson '81 
Roderick W. Davidson '56 
Albert W. Davis '46 
IoeD. Davis 77 
Kathleen M. Davis '72 
Joseph C. Davisson '61 
Sandra K. Dawson '81 
GregoryG. Day '80 
Judith M. De Courcy '67 
Aida E. Dean '81 
Aiko S. Dean '56 
Jeanette S. Decarrico 71 
Darlene F. Deering '65 
Dennis A. Deering '69 
David E. Oemmin 71 
Daniel A. Detlefsen 7 4 
Donna R. Detrick 72 
Dan M. Oeurwaarder 7 1 
Polly M. Dickenon '80 
Judith l. Dickey 76 
Donald l. Dickinson '68 
Wayne l. Dillinger '80 
O liverO.Dillner '69 
Warren E. Dilloo '69 
linda A. Dinan 76 
Michael J. Doane '82 
linda S. Dodds 79 
Kay D. Dolezal '77 
Tim C. Dotosh '68 
Steven W. Doss 79 
Paul R. Dougherty '8 1 
Barbara I. Downey '77 
Susan E. Draeger '81 
Daniel L Dubay 78 
Christine M. Duddington '69 
William A. Dudgeon 73 
Cheryl l. Duffield '80 
Edward R. Dundon 78 
Timothy l. Dungey '81 
E 
Norman J. Eckerson '47 
David LEddy 79 
Harry G. Edmonds 77 
David N. Edwards '80 
Scott l. Edwards 75 
Michael J. Egge 72 
Catherine l. Ehlers 78 
Keith A. Eisele 78 
Thomas C. Eisenbarth '80 
John M. Eisenbraun 78 
leo E. Elia '60 
Gale C. Elkins 74 
Rick l. Ellingson 76 







Alumni Alumni Alumni 
Fund 1 Fund 2 Fund 3 
Donors: Donors: Donors: 
aD] 1,086 1,215 
JohnH. Ellis '69 
MargaretA. Ellis 73 
james l. Ellison 76 
Bruce A. Ellmers 74 
Cathryn M. Ellsworth '73 
Kathleen E. Engele '76 
Glenn E. Ericksen 77 
Edward A. Erickson '82 
.Ion A. '73 & )enneoe A. 
Erickson 70 
Carolyn J. Ernst 79 
Kenneth J. Ernst 75 
Georgette Espeillac 76 
Celia Ettinger '60 
AnnaM. Evans '67 
Eddie G. Evans 77 
DoloresA. Eyler '78 
F 
Dennis B. Fagaly 79 
Dorothy E. Fagenstrom 75 
James P. Fanger 74 
Kathrine J. Fappas '61 
Richard A. Faraoce 73 ' 
Catherine l. Farley '82 
Patricia A. Farley '77 
William A. Farley '71 
Clarissa D. Farnsworth '81 
Clifford C. Farrier 70 
Franklin D. Faulkner '63 
John N. Fax 74 
Mark S. Federspiel '82 
Nancy G. Feichtinger '81 
Robert B. Ferguson '68 
Toni Y. Ferguson 71 
Dennis E. Ferney 'B l 
lesl ie J. Ferreira 79 
Roberta Ferrero 71 
Don G. Fibiger '56 
Naomi l. Fielding 70 
Marge A. Fine '72 








Tmy L Fink '81 
Millry lou Finne '62 
Lilja M. laban Finzel '69 
l. Neil firm '58 
Elmer F. Fischer 'SO 
BariS.Fisher '73 
Michael G. Fisher '76 
Walton R. Fisher '60 
LOfefl E. Fitz 'SO 
Sharon J. Fiu '80 
Cynlhia J. Fitzgerald '77 
O. Scott Fitzwater 77 
Anne M. Fleming '82 
Helen M. Fleming '7 1 
Kraig R. Fletcher '71 
Albertl. Floyd '46 
Timorhy J. Flynn '76 
George K. Foog '81 
Stephen A. Forrester '71 
Waliacel.Foss '61 
Doug D. fosler '82 
Thomas D. '66 & Sally A. 
Fouch '65 
Paula K. Fowler '78 
Virginia D. Fowlks '68 
Gregory Frana '7] 
Jamie F. France '57 
Robert l. Franci~ '64 
lawrence E. Freebofg '77 
Ruth Freeman '71 
Douglas V. Freflgte '69 
Emmet C. Frison 79 
Donna l. Fritts '81 
uura). Frizzell '76 
StanleyI'.. Frost '71 
David N. Fuhret '81 
Evelyn M. Fuller '72 
Robert l. Fuller '79 
Steven A. Fulmer 79 
Kip V. Furt,luwiI '71 
G 
Georae B. GadehoIl '47 
Lynne W, Gaerish '81 
~nes A. Galtigher 77 
AlianO. Gallagher ' 75 
I\t\ary It. GaJlowich '78 
j.lmes O. Gallucci '67 
Dtnnis 1. Cann '78 
Elizabeth M. Gardner '62 
KarenM. Garey '82 
Ellen l. Garlock '67 
Osmond J. Garrick '79 
Dorothy L. Gartland 'SO 
Bobbi l. Gary '78 
Janycel.Gassaway '69 
Richard H . Gassner '(,8 
Thomas I. Gaunl1 '82 
Gary H. Gaussoin '77 
Sally C. Gay '80 
ludith A. Gazley '82 
Gail E. Gearin '79 
Berty D. Gedney '02 
8. Carene Gedrose '80 
Roberta E. Getdl '73 
Daniel A. Gemmil '64 
Ralph S. Gens '46 
Dennis K. Geofse '76 
Patncia S. Ge!"1~h '77 
Wf!mef A. '71 & Sandfil l. 
Gerling '82 
B.arbiJriJ H. Gerh '78 
Rosemary W . Gemuld '8 1 
CatoIl.Ghaff~ '7) 
Leann Gibbs-Klein '78 
Barbara B. Gibson '81 
Douglas R. Gillette '7S 
lanaE.Gillies '79 
Jack W Gilliland '58 
William K. Glsch '76 
Molly M. Gloss '66 
Margaret L Glover '77 
Janet E. Goldbtrg '78 
Sara C. Goldberg '18 
Margaret A. Golden '7S 
Mathilda F. Goldsmith '69 
Ali Go&estaneh '67 
lee Ann GoI~ '76 
jeanie G, Gonzales '82 
lila N. Goodman '80 
6 
Hildegard Goranson '78 
Mae E. Gordon '67 
Dan;d R. Gatt '78 
Ethel M. Grabast '79 
Stephen A. Graf '70 
Wesley C. Graham Jr. '74 
Walter R. Grande '46 
Kevin M. Grant '80 
Robert R. Grant '63 
linda S. Gray '81 
RobertG. Gray '47 
Helen Green 
Anita T. Greenstein '16 
Leo Greenstein 
Keith A. Greenup '75 
Jean S. Greer '80 
Margaret E. Greer '77 
Kenneth R. Greger '7S 
Mariiln B. Greulich 'SO 
Mary .lane Greve '78 
!ilmes E. Griffith '67 
Lois l. Grooman '18 
Kiyoko N. Grudier '74 
Lawrence J. Grupp '74 
Milry Ellen Guimary '59 
Wurunlo Gunadi '81 
.lames c. Gunther ' (,8 
StarrGurule '62 
IonO. Gustafson ' 77 
Edwilrd D. Gutknecht '64 
Kevin l. Guuler '50 
H 
Richard B. '74 & Susan M. 
Haatvedt '75 
Fay C. Hagemenas '65 
Kenneth A. Hilgue '65 
Vernon 5. Hilhn '69 
Yvonne P. Ha;da '76 
John W. Hakan§()f\ '46 
JohnM. Hall Jr. '77 
Duane W. Hall '59 
Richard B. Halley Jr. '74 
Stephanie Hallock '77 
Guy H. Hancock '61 
Seymour S. H.mfling '78 
Patrick J. Hanlon '50 
Herb J. Hansen '57 
James R. Hansen '75 
& i«Ilhf)'1le I. Nadal '73 
Maxine W. Hansen '77 
Atdys A. Hanson '71 
Georgianne K. Harris '80 
J<KfyR. Harris '81 
.leiln K. Harrison 'SO 
David I. Hart '77 
Lawrence C. Hart '69 
Michael J. Harvey '81 
David S. '68 & Bernice M. 
Halch '77 
Gene M. Hatfield '82 
Robert J. Haubner '80 
Ann T. Hawkins '74 
Donald l. Hayashi '69 
Ilene F. Hilye5 '75 
Michaeil. Hayes '76 
Mickey K. Hays '82 
8ettyS. Hi!ald '76 
Roger G. Hearn '66 
ThomiIs A. Heckard ' 4& 
Laurin E. Hedrick Jr. '61 
Clarence l. Hein ' 60S 
Judith A. Hein '79 
Robert A. Heiney '69 
Gary T. Heitz '74 
Elbert G. Henderson '65 
Mary E. Henderson '74 
Lawrence D. Henick '70 
Douglu R. Henne 
Kenneth f . Hennrich '71 
Cecilia A. Hepburn '7 1 
Daniel J, Hickman '74 
Wilma C. Hicks '57 
Craig R. Hills '76 
Jon A. Hioch '81 
Allee C. Hiser '77 
Clifford F. Hjelt '61 
lucy A. Hladecek '79 
John l. Hochstatter '75 
Sylvia E. Hoefener '70 
Wilfter L Hoffman '&7 
Thomas E. Hogan '69 
Betty lou Holcomb '70 
lynne K. Hollomon '74 
Don R. Holm '4& 
Martha l. Holm '67 
Donald A. Holmboe '73 
Elizabeth B. Holmes '8 1 
John F. Holmes '73 
Michael J. Holms '59 
Clayton l. Holstine 'SO 
Douglas M. Hood '60 
Janet l. Hood '81 
Penelope R. Hoodenpyle '82 
Graciano Z. Hortaleza ' 77 
Daniel H. '65 & Laurel M. 
Hortsch '15 
Bamara l. Horvath '70 
Randy Houston '79 
Mary J. Howcroft '69 
Laurene K. Howell '18 
Glade v. Howerton '79 
Gerald M. Hubbard '75 
A. Ellis Hudspeth '63 
Sonja M. Hughes '18 
William A. Hughes '71 
William H. Hughes '69 
Milrgaret B. Humphrey '71 
Nancy R. Humphries '58 
Ken M. Hunkins '74 
NoIaJ. Hunt '62 
Ronald A. Hurl '72 
Pamela I, Hutchins '77 
Shirley A. Huyene '69 
Adriana G. Hwang '65 
PaulW, lp 'B2 
Donna A. Irgens '71 
Evelyn l. Ironhawk '71 
Malcolm F. INine '63 
}em:lidJ. lsom '65 
Colleen M. IsotaJo '74 
Charles A. Iverson '81 
David I. IWata '11 
Patricia A. Iwata '81 
J 
Glen J.R. Jackson '65 
Harriet M. Jackson '69 
Phillip D. Jackson '81 
Mary Lou '77 & Timothy C. 
.lacobs ' 77 
Susan l. Jaeger '74 
Jonathan I. Jalali '67 
Gregory A. Jarmin '80 
lames R. Jenness '72 
Forrest D. lensen '46 
C. Todd Jessell '74 
lindaJ . }essell '74 
Almil W. Iohnson '66 
C Frances johnson '77 
David D. Johnson '1& 
David O. Johnson ' (,8 
Dclmar C. Johnson '46 
Donald A. Johnson '78 
Earl J. Johnson '10 
Grace V. Johnson '74 
Gregory S . .tohnson '13 
Gretcheo M. Johnson '70 
Irene l. Johnson '75 
.Ian R. Johnson '82 
}oon C. Johnson '18 
Kenneth l. Johnson '81 
Patricia 8. Johnson '76 
Robert C. Johnson '68 
Yvonne W. Johnson ' 79 
Brian G. Johnston '79 
8yron W . )ohnston '78 
Steve W. Jonas '66 
Allan R. jooes '74 
lilli~n E. Jones ' 75 
Robert W. Jones '74 
Perry A . .Iorgensen '77 
Roger H. Jorgenson '69 
Robert S. Josephson '72 
JafM.> E. Josselyn '69 
TimE.Juett '71 
Sandra C. Jumonville '81 
Henf)' K. Jung '77 
K 
Kenneth C. Kadeta 
Sandra A. i«Igeler '19 
Helen E. Kappler '63 
David B. Karr '60 
Robert S. Kasavage '80 
Tom H. Katada '62 
Dana M . Kaufman '7S 
Frederick D. Keast '60 
Lawrence M . Kee '75 
Jeannette l. Keefer '79 
Brian A. Kelleher '80 
Mary B. Kelly '7& 
Daniel T. Kelsey '(,8 
Deanne l. Kennedy 7) 
Sandra l. Kenny '82 
Cynthia J. Kenyon '79 
Thomas W. Keough '81 
Stephen D. Kerlin '82 
IoanneC. Kerr '7-4 
Mary A. Keskl '18 
Arnaeh M. Keskula '79 
Carol J. Kimball '75 
Peter B. Kimmel 79 
Earlene E. King '70 
i«Iren L. King '80 
Curtis D. Kinsley '17 
Tod A. Kinsley '74 
Iris Kissir '7-4 
Howard M. Kiyokawa '76 
Mary J. Klee '79 
Christopher W. Knauss '70 
Luanne J. Kneeland '66 
Paul M. Koida '64 
Steven D . Kolb '69 
Diane J. Koopman '67 
Carol C. Koranda '65 
Walter G. Koreywo '72 
Ruth P. Kom '80 
John M . 78 & Nancy M . 
Koroloff '72 
Donna J. Ktauthoefef '75 
JamesE. Krueger '7) 
Martin J. Krueger '73 
Keith E. Kunerth '80 
CraigW. Kurath '13 
Nancy Kwan 79 
L 
Judy A. La Flet.lr '72 
Sara L. laChas!;e '80 
James F. LaSasso '76 
Maryl.Laim '68 
Debra K. Lakey '19 
lisa H. Lamano '80 
Birgitta Lamb '77 
Daf)'! l. Landfair '(,8 
William G . Lang '80 
Verla P. Langbecker '80 
VeraNo Lange '11 
larry D. Large '64 
Raben A. La~ '66 
Thomas F. Laszlo '74 
Mary N. Laughlin '75 
Michael I. Lauinger '11 
8evetly T. Lawrence '62 
linda K. LeBrun '72 
Lynn M. Leahy 7 9 
carl M. Lee '82 
Gerald E. lee '14 
Nancy J. lee '(,8 
Wallet T. Lee '49 
Cynthia A. Leichner '81 
Mary B. Leighton '&0 
Bonnie T. Leiset"_ 'SO 
David C. Leland '65 
Dennis J. Lenahan '69 
Richard P. Lenhardt '72 
Annabelle E. l eonard '72 
Carolyn M . Leonard '77 
Wayne R. Leonetti '73 
Susan l. leooti '&7 
Carolyn I. Leuthold '47 
Michael P. Liebert '79 
John W. Lightowler '68 
Olive V. lim-Barnes '8 1 
Geoffrey W . lind '82 
Vt'm M. Lindblad '79 
Jack B. Lindeman '50 
Atumni volunteers gathered ilfOUnd the progress chart as totals were posted and tallied midway through the Alumni Fund 4 
jerry L lindsey '6) 
James D. Linhares '7S 
jamesM. liss '78 
James D. Livingston '68 
.Iohn R, loacker '67 
joris O. Lommen '70 
Victoria E. long '78 
leilaC. Lovd.1Ie '79 
RKhard D. l.ovefy '78 
Glenn C. loYd! 
James G. luckeroth '74 
lorraine M. luckeroth '77 
Betty J. ludlam '73 
Roy W. ludlow '61 
Maria M. ludvig '80 
Milrilyn lum '61 
David J. luncktet! '7) 
Timothy 8 lutz '73 
Ray lybarger '63 
8radleyC Lynott '72 
SarahW.Lyom '71 
M 
Michael M. Maben '50 
R. Jim Madison '73 
Sttnley O. Madzelan '79 
Gerald D. Magarian '76 
Sharon E. Mallet! '7S 
EI.llne M. Mandich '79 
Virginia L Mapes '64 
Steven P. Marks 
Donald K. Marquez '46 
Chris R. Marraccini '73 
LesJie M. Marsh '81 
Thomas E. ~rtin Sf. '75 
Dexter Martin '62 
Ken 5. Martin '68 
lawrence O. Manin '71 
Phyllis A. Martin '78 
Linnea B. MaSIer5 '67 
Mark Masterson '76 
Betsy M, Mathews '79 
Palric:ia A. Mathews '82 
Terr.tneeLMatlick ']7 
Yvonne A. Matthews '75 
Marvin l. Mattson '62 
RobertS. Matu'ef '71 
Karen A. McCarthy ' 76 
Barbara l. McAllislef '70 
Douglas C. McAllister '77 
Donna M. McBride 'SO 
EIi.zabeth M. McCarthy '76 
Jack McComb 
Cheryl l. McCord '76 
D.1fyI C. McCoy '76 
Kathy McCune '76 
Darlene A. McDonald '71 
William R. McDonald '68 
Joan C. McEchron '82 
Compton T. McKenzie '60 
F . .lewel McKinney '67 
Kathryn M. Mclaughlin '69 
)ames F. Means '66 
NNIC)' J. Meeuwwn '80 
Kent I. Mefnr '11 
Leonard F, Me1 '66 
800nie P. /II\e-Ilow '701 
.Ieri l. Merkle '80 
Clarence £. Mershon '59 
Toni J. Mesplay '12 
Janet G. Metzger '77 
Polul W. Meyer '73 
RitaJ . ~·82 
Wade F. MIddleton ' 77 
Molly J. Milan '80 
Manlyn K. Mildenberger '80 
GlennMllIer '71 
Herbert W. Miller '46 
Roben R. Miller '60 
Su A. Miller ' 79 
WalterC.Miller '76 
Srephen A. Million ' 7) 
Judd E Mills '71 
Robert R. Millsap '65 
Steven M. Milne '72 
Marilee G. Miner '66 
Lynn I, Mlnneman '66 
JanC.Mlsetich '79 
Phyllis J. Mittebtedt '79 
Karen J. Moffat '63 
liKk D. Monteith ' 7) 
Charies E. Morqornery '82 
T~A. Motqomety '112 
Chri§lopher R. Moort! '74 
laverne l. Moore '76 
l illy E. Moore '75 
Sherri ll S. /I.1oore '78 
SherryS. /Y\oore '71 
linda W. Morelli '81 
~E.Morg.an '81 
MIChaef J. Mcqan '81 
Linda M. MosUd '79 
John f . Moyer 
Phillip R. Muir '11 
Stephen J, Murawski '68 
Hazel H. Murdock '62 
Shirley A. Murphy '81 
Clifford G. Muters '66 
Douglas C. MULlItko '78 
N 
Louis Napoleon '71 
Elaine A. Navarra '7 1 
Barry R. Navlor '75 
Roger M. Ne,ad '70 
Dayle A. Nelson '79 
Cary A. Ne'son '70 
O. Edward Nelson '80 
Phoebe E. Nett '81 
leonard A. N~ '74 
~an F. Newcomb '64 
Gary E. Newkitlc '66 
.Iohn £. Newman '79 
Ralph A. Newman '76 
John R. Newm.iSlE1" '71 
Henry H. Np1 '71 
toe Sao Nguyen '82 
Daniel J. Nichots '7) 
Mary l. NIChols '76 
Joyce E. Nickerson '70 
Gorham D. Nicol '74 
LaurietieC. Niel5ell '77 
lJorotI-Iy L. Nielson 78 
/Y'oerCede H. Niiranen '77 
~Iy A. Nofziset' '80 
K.Jmy E. Nokes '75 
Joan A. Nolan '69 
Denis P. Norstrom '69 
Charles f . Nortnen '16 
ReI( A. Nuttbrock '74 
o 
)oseph K. D'Brie1 ' 80 
nmothy c. o'Connor '80 
Jean M . O'larey 
Elizabeth M. O'Malley '16 
Eugene H. O'Neill '65 
Lawrence J. O'Neill 'SO 
Margaret G, Oas--Zeigler '81 
DonaldJ. Oblander '71 
CarcHine C. Ochsner '82 
Mic~ A. Oekerman '78 
8arbva J. Ogburn '73 
Gloria 8. OIds '77 
Allen l. Olson '65 
EdwardC.Olson '71 
,Iohnny l. Olson '8 I 
Steven M. Olson '81 
Susan A. Olson '71 
Holrold H. Onishi '59 
RichanH. <>no ' 81 
_E."""'" '79 GaryW Or.wo '16 
Rebecca L 0rw0I1 '75 
.leffrey E. Osborn '75 
Allen l. Osborne '75 
laimons Osls '&4 
WalterAOsterg.ard '67 
~thryn K. Oswald '80 
Dalsylin I. Olen '79 
Maurine 8 Oros '7 1 
C.roI B. t:>rumn '66 
ladne R. Owen '69 
Linda C. Owen '74 
p 
Rdlard K. PalKI '59 
AndryceA. Pitdcouz. '72 
Summer commencement found 1 78 PSU sttMknts linins up 10 recm-e their unde~te, masters MMI doctoral depees 
under sumy skies Auzust 11 . tiber.,1 Arts MId Sciences de.,., William P.,udIer offer-tel diplorNs 1nd hmdshUes whi~ de"" of 
Ul'IderJraduate Studies Forbes WilliMns re~ NIneS MId dun of Graduate Studies Stanley Rauch ~ on. 
8arbara I. Padden '59 
Sandra F. Page '67 
Paul,) J. P;llmer '79 
Spiro J. Papadimos '71 
John B.P~ '64 
Wayne N. Pariter ' 68 
Poltricia C. Pannenter '71 
Dolniel T. Parquet '80 
,Iohn l. Panons '76 
Hertxort W. Patrick '67 
Kenneth M. Patton '78 
Steven G. Paul '72 
William P. Paxton '64 
Gregory H. Payne '68 
AlfredPe!:er ' 71 
Palrida F. ~m '67 
Maty A. Pe!enon '77 
Mary Anne H. Peterson ' 72 
Nancy I. Petmon '73 
Thomas M. Peterson '76 
Caroline G. Petrie '67 
David 8. Petrie '77 
Oanh Le Pham '50 
Rene D. ~risim '78 
Norma.ndie: J. Pheips '72 
W;llly W. Phillips /r. 
RK;hard H. Phillips '59 
M. Kay Piacentini '58 
[)(wisA. Pierson '57 
IngeM. Pihl 
Michael J. Pu'Kler '82 
James E. Pischel 76 
Cristina M. Pitarresi '82 
Catherine A. Pltkm '70 
LeeR. Pitnef '73 
GaryS. Platt '74 
Peler A. Plumndge '72 
ludith l. Poe '79 
Jerry O. Pollard '67 
John A. Polos '66 
Gary R. '68 & Darlene l. 
Pope '70 
Edward L Porter 75 
Patnda S. Potheces '7) 
Batbar;l J. Powefl '78 
Edward D. Powell '59 
Glenda G. Powers '63 
Bruce 5. Prater '7S 
Cec~lia M. Prater '76 
Shirley M, Prater '80 
Fevre1W. Pratt '79 
~c.Pratt '77 
M~APreisz. '7oi 
Teresa C. Pucik '82 
Rebecca G. Pullen '80 
Q 
Kylene J. Quinn '82 
Hek>n M . Quirino '79 
R 
Nancy I. Randall '76 
Nancy A. bngila 
Ronald V. Raschio 
lindaM. ~ 79 
pn K. Rautio '78 
RobertW. Ray '80 
linda L Read '81 
Dona L. Recto( '80 
Peter- M. Reding '16 
Toni L Reding '80 
5oeo A. Redman '62 
John 8. ReichJcin '68 
James C. Relit)' '80 
W;lrren Re-tm.mn '58 
Linda K, '72 & J«k J. 
Resburg '76 
Thomas W. Reser '81 
Dougl;ls 8 . Retzlaff '82 
Zoec. Retzlaff '82 
lisa K. Revell '76 
Owbte M. Rice '76 
MichoJel E. Richard '73 
8ruce E. Richards '60 
Gail A. Richmond '79 
Mary F. RICks '77 
Ruth B. Ridg'Nay '74 
Marilyn). Rieff '79 
Robert A. Rie5 '78 
AnnE.Rigall 'M 
Robert Rigelman '78 
Eric l. Risi:JerJ '82 
Bany J. Roberts '65 
)e<lnneRobi~ '78 
Selene Robinowitz '16 
Margaret: Robinson '62 
.\ndy I, Rocchia '49 
Morella P. Rock '63 
Gayle E. Rodabaugh '80 
Donald G. Rodich '77 
~Roedef '81 8eftyE._·" 
Kristine M.P. Roley '71 
Roger l. Rollins '73 
Joanne C. Rornbalski '81 
Helen C. Rondeau '68 
Jo Anne Roning '81 
SteYen A. Root '80 
Mary M. Ros«lberJ, '73 
James K. Rosencrans '75 
John W. RosendaaJ '63 
MarjorieW. Ross '71 
Matic O. Ross '82 
Donald W. Roten '77 
William R. Roth '70 
Kathryn Rouine-ltJpp '81 
Ket'v1eIhl.~ '8' 
Janusz Z. Rozycki '70 
Hue! M.J. Rue '57 
Donald L Ruff '82 
George I. Rumi '75 
Helen M. Running '68 
Vicki 8. Runyon '8' 
lames Ruppa '81 
Nels M , Rurey '7] 
Kenneth L Rust '78 
Mary M. Ryan '80 
Joseptune l. Rymer '8 I 
s 
Mary-Anne Saarinen '77 
KirOOerty J Saaner '76 
fohn J. Salmon '67 
Richatd T. 5<110 '76 
Mic~ D. Salvino '82 
Gilry D. Salyers 'S7 
lames 5. Samuefs '80 
RobertS. Sande '72 
Sydney H. Sanders '78 
Elizabeth V. Sanderson '78 
Anne A $ansregret '82 
L.urie J. Santamaria '81 
FIorenceC. Santry ' 56 
~F.Satchell ·74 
Grqory J. SaKton '76 
Betty J. Schafer 
Kathleen M. ScheU '7] 
Susan S. Schilke '7 1 
Tom J. Schill '75 
Ronald J. Schmeta. '71 
Uonel B. Schmidt '79 
RosoIJie SdvnilZ '70 
Roy Schnaible Jr. '48 
Marilyn S. Schultz '62 
jeanne Schulze '80 
Joseph W. Schwab '77 
.k*tD.~ '79 
Les 0 Schwartz '71 
Mati S. SchwW '18 
David H. Scofield '13 
Michael D. Scorvo ' ]7 
Douglas R. Scott '69 
James E. 5eafeldt '65 
Frank E. Sedillo '62 
John R. Seidlitz ' 79 
William R. Se{by '62 
joeIl. Selling '7oi 
SheilaP. 5efvJCe '17 
leonard H. Sryfarth '67 
Alan M. ShKkeliord '77 
Douglas K. Shafer '79 
Robe:rtM . Sharp '18 
Charles H. Shaw '67 
Donald l. Sheets '61 
Mike E. ShericUn '66 
ICoIthryn I. Sherman 'SO 
lynn R. Sherwood '75 
MichaelShi~ '69 
8rian J. Shick '82 
M.1rgaret Shirley '77 
Unda l. Shockey '61 
LarryD. Short '73 
Elaine Shreve '81 
DoogiitS L Sidor '82 
Gregory O . 5ievm '72 
~anie K. Siewfs '81 
JohnM.Sifri '81 
Sleven R. Sikox '79 
PalriciaSilver '70 
Marilyn M. Simantel '74 
Kenneth R. Simons '74 
Neal R. Simonsen '78 
Gwen Simpson '71 
IneII R. Simpson '76 
jennifer A. Sims 7 3 
DoNldC. Sitko '71 
UroIine L $linnet '82 
Mark J. SkoImck '81 
Lauri Slenning '79 
Mark H. Slavick '81 
Wayne I. Slavick '72 
Donna I. Slus5ef '60 
John W. Slyter '7S 
Continued an p. 10 
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8 
University volunteers: building a partnership with the community 
c.mp.isn Wo.u.. 
Bruce H. 73 & Debra A. 
Bartlett '73 
Lesloe Barnell 
Fritz Bartsch '74 
John L. ' 80 & Patty D. 
Becker '79 
james E. B,,,,, '71 
Brian D. Black '69 
Shannon Brown 
David A. Bruns '69 
Charles A. Clem.n, '56 
john W. Cox 76 
Lynn Dingler '68 
Ro., '73 & lanet K. Engle '70 





Barbara E. Coit '73 
Steen", Committ~ 
Dav,d 5. Belles '60 
Gerald B. Craig '66 
Donald R. Davis '47 
Asnes A. Gallagher '77 
John l. Kinman '68 
Peggy I. Miller '78 
Joo"n Reese '73 
N. Kirk Taylor '71 
lim C. Hanches 73 
Ann T. HawkinS '74 
Madelyn F. Jones '71 
Manlynne T. Keyser 
Anton C. K,rchhol '67 
lee H. Koehn '73 
DeniS P. Norstrom '69 
Jan K. Rautio '78 
Sonja l. Riihlmaki '64 
Mike R. Streicher '75 
Linnea E. Swanson '78 
larry M. Thompson ' 68 
B,II 5. Walker '73 
lames N. Westwood '67 
Janice Wi lson 
An evening reception at the home of President and Mrs. Joseph c. Blumelon 
July 14 honored one hundred very special people. Gathered for the occasion were 
PSU alumni and friends who have generously volunteered their service to the 
University. In attendance were members of the Alumni Fund organizatIon, special 
alumni advisory committees, and PSU Foundation d,rectors. The President thanked 
them individually with a personal nOle inscribed on a framed photograph of the PSU 
campus. 
1 John Wy\<oI! " 5, Nicolo WyI<off, 
R.,- ~He", V.ateric h~ 
2 _ Ens<k1ad '78, 
_idont JooopIo Biumot 
3 _.-.lftlCoolwo'73 
4 BM&.n. Coit 73, UrI ~vonon 
5 Jim Westwood '61, Batb.I, .. 1Cotz, 
""" _ '65. _ Weotwood 
• Apoos c.a..t- '77 
Photos by Clarence Hein 
PSU Foundation Board of Directors 
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A. • .,.holH 
Polrtner & DIrector 
Ma~enl Consultlns 5(>rv~ 
Touc:heRoss&~ 




..... -F"......a.I ConsIAl". 
IUvjd S. kIet 
~Vt«p~ 
fl,,"" lntenWe ~nl 0( ()rcop:Jn 
lMi1"l"ftCe5.BLKk 
Chamnan 
BI.ck & ComJWlY, Inc. 
V.f.1ooker 
PrestdenI & C~mNno(""'" 
""' .. Amef.ean StalP Bank 
C. How.,.d Burnt« 
VI«Presidenl.E~uI!W' 
-
lJtMon hcaflC IUtIKYd Co 
""",,I.e-
~YlCePtesedenc 
U.S. NhoNI s.nk 0( CMson _C-
becuowVICr~ 
l~ Cotpor~. lid. 
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.oo....Id 0eMnini 
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fiNince <100 0per~1OOS 
EV"n5 Products Co. 
Mich.»t fisher 
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0u«I0f. l~ & PohtJal 
Eduuoon 
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_""" '6) John 8edcer '80 
Poll"c~ 8oect« ' 79 
GIen_ ' .. 
Kevin Betl '74 
AlaN Boozer '14 
UIhy Brown 'n 
~CaI1ef '14 
ShMon CMufef '15 
o.vtd C\eolvefMld '61 
~ deolveland '6', '82 
Chiwles Clemans '56 
Steve Coheux 72 
_o.nww ' .. 
Rerw. CustM '69 
AdMn 0.\""" 74 
""'~IV"""'" N-.00nneGy 
-Doyle .,., 
- "',.mud ',. Rol& fopiQulSl '62 
_Goa ..... IV...".." 
Ed.......... .,., 
CtyaI HMISOft 77 
~HenWw '14 
Mike J.cques 70 
Jon!alah '11 
Jeanne Johnson '64 
Robc!rt.JIonts '67 
"ne loYt!yn '69 
Henry lung 'n 
)ottn~ '68 
lee Koehn '7) 
AJ.n Katz '65 
lorry"'" ' .. 
""""-'" '65 DMd~ 74 
Tom l.anhaIft 75 
.......... ... 
Ectw.d I..wnd '72 
-~' .. DrI.olMM~ '1"J Roben Monow '6] Gr> I_ ... 
SuZMM'"It Nefson '66 
Otni~ Noncrom '69 
Peter P.lQUeC '19 
Paul Pinuric:h '65 
I.Mry Plum '64 
Joinn~ 73 
SherfyRice '11 
Rebecu Rubens '15 
RlcNtd Schuhrg 71 
(a,rdScofirid 76 
......, so.-. IV...".." 
MMdynSi~ 77 
lindaSmlIlh 72 





Oirfc V.an Den Bosch '70 





Phyllis WriAht '80 
--' .. Sondy_ ' .. 
-- '., Molip Yawl '11 
DuM! YOU'IfJ»I '67 
9 
Voluntary supporl----------------------------------------
Alumni Fund Donors Robert 8. Taylor '46 leonard J. Tegland '76 
Susan Tenison '66 
Carol G. Terrell 
Susan J. Smallsn!ed '80 
linda K. Smart ' 78 
Ann C. Smith '62 
Calvin J. Smilh '80 
Francine G. Smith ' 71 
Genevieve E. Smith '77 
Harold P. Smilh '72 
James G. Smith '7S 
Mar)Ol'ie M. Smith '7S 
Mary E. Smith '61 
Patricia Smith '75 
PtlllipJ. Smith '72 
RobertD. Smith '74 
Rooald P. 5mlth '76 
Michael C. Smr1covsky '75 
David A. Snoddy '76 
Steven P. Snyder '74 
Seuuko S. Sop '79 
Marcia G. Sommer '81 
Susan I. Soohoo ' 61 
)Clan G. Sorbets '65 
Edwin l. Sorensen '70 
Cynthia l. Southwell '72 
)oil A. Southwell '69 
Ronald W. $pagle '68 
John T. Spathas '58 
William P. Spears '81 
Gndy M. Sperley '78 
Richard E. Spohn ' 71 
Edwin Srebnik ' 72 
JudithC. Stack '65 
Norman F. Stanley '71 
Donald L Stanton '62 
Garrett E. Starr ' 67 
John D. 5tarvagi '-47 
Ellen R. 5teen '75 
Steven P. Stenberg '82 
James E. Stepheflson '65 
Yvonne M. Stevenson '73 
Marjorie E. Stewart '70 
10 
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Alan E. Stick~ '71 
Todd w. Stille '77 
Kathryn A, Sto/anik '77 
Michael I. Stout '71 
Stephen H. Stout '71 
Sheila A. Stratman '71 
Alice F. Street ' 79 
Mar)Ol'ieE. $treet '74 
Jimmy E. Stringham '63 
Roberta Stromholl '72 
James R. SuooilCh ' 71 
Georgia A. Strong '71 
Mary Ellen Stupp '80 
Comelia A. Sullivan '63 
Donald l. Suloff '69 
Nancy E. Summers '72 
jeanie G. Sumner '76 
F. Pal Sump '79 
Royal A. Sundberg '66 
Colette M . Surina 
Robert E. Sunon '70 
Daniel C. Swan '80 
Robert J. Sw~nberg '68 
Barbara K. Swanson '79 
Dorothy A. Swanson '75 
Eleanor M . Swanson 'S8 
Gene A. Sw~nson '65 
Robert R. Swartout Jr. '69 
SuYn M. Swartzel '81 
Robert F. 5weeney '61 
Carol V. Swingen '76 
T 
F. E!<Me Tagg.art '69 
Robert l. Taia '67 
RobeI1 A. Tamlyn '74 
Nancy O'Rourke Tang '70 
Bonnie l. Taylor '68 
Gene R. Tayior '79 
Edward M. Thatcher '77 
Valentine L Thelen '70 
Jack C. Thompson '74 
Phylis E. Thompson '60 
Karen D. Thomson '79 
Elizabeth G, Throop '79 
Dale M. TimmoflS '81 
Pamela M. Tittle '81 
Dennis C. Torresdal ' 76 
Terry R. Towle '71 
Janet l. Towner '80 
Daniell. Toyooka '76 
Nizar E. Trad '81 
James W. Tranch '61 
Glen O. Tribe '76 
The<dore A. Troutman '81 
Jan l. Trzil ' 66 
John V. Tunison '75 
Robert l. Tunstall '70 
John A.. TUKhi '7] 
Joan~ l. TUKO '78 
lucrettaJ. Tursi ' 71 
Kenneth P. Tunle '57 
u 
JoanV. Uhl '79 
William R. Ulrich '62 
Unda M . Umbdenstock '81 
Kenneth J. Unkeles '77 
William l. Unrath '80 
Shir1eyM. Unlalan '56 
Roger A. Upham '61 
Joetta G. Ure '77 
leslieA. Uyeji '80 
v 
Brent M. Valentine '80 





RaymoOO l. Vanbeek '67 
Joyce E. Vandehey 
Champ C. Vaughan Jr. '64 
Edward J. Venini '46 
Bonnie R. Veno '82 
IJ<Jny L Veristain '81 
Paul A. Vetsch '66 
Gregory C. VICkers '80 
Yvonne B. Vitko '62 
Michael C. Vogel '79 
Beverly F. VogI ' 77 
Pamela R. Vohnson '69 
Fred P. Vomeggem '68 
John D. Voorhees '80 
Jan E. Vreeland '67 
Stephen R. Vuylsteke '81 
w 
Dennis l. Wade '65 
Richard A. '74 & J~uellne M. 
WAggoner '73 
PaIT. Wagner- ' 79 
MMvyn F. Waisan(>n '67 
David C. Waldron '80 
lois A. Waldron '67 
Carol B. Waley '77 
AlanJ. Walker 73 
BiIIS. Walker '73 
CarolJ. Walker '80 
Charles W. Walker '76 
Douglas 8. Walker '76 
Vidor D. Walker '66 
William G. Walker '50 
lynne M . Wallander '60 
Margaret l. Wallen '56 
Bernard W. Walter '67 
Dorothy M . Walter '61 
Anne M. W.lther '80 
Jane R. Wamsley '81 
Helen l. Warbington 71 
8arbara D. Ward '76 
leonard E. Warneke '47 
Deloria A. Warren '8 1 
)ackR.Warren 'SO 
Paul M. Washbum '71 
NormanWatari '72 
Bertha M. Watson '74 
Bradley K. Webb '76 
lois L Webb '70 
Norman D. Webb '7'1 
Thomas M. Webb '75 
Mona K. Webber '80 
Scott 1. Weber '83 
EvaM. Weis '79 
Betty K. Welch '76 
,loan P. Welch '78 
Steven L. Wells '75 
Carolyn W. Wenrich '74 
Kenneth A. '76 & Brigitte Z. 
Wenzel ' 71 
Kenneth l. Wertheimer 73 
Na.nci W. Werts '60 
Dennis West '63 
leah 8. Westerman '66 
JanM. Weston '82 
Charles P. Weswig '75 
Ann K. WhinSlon '74 
Nancy K. Whitley '68 
Jane L Wiener '69 
Susan l. Wiese '80 
Robert C. Wiggin '63 
)erryD. Wilklns '65 
Richard l. Wilkins '67 
Mark D. WiUard '79 
Catherine A. Williams '56 
Clark K. Willi~ms '75 
I:>oNld W. Williams '8 1 
Kathleen S. Williams '75 
Molly S. Williams '61 
Sharon A. Williams '82 
Sharon l. Williams '79 
R. Esther Williamson '79 
Roben:E. wiIIis '73 
Donald H. WiI500 72 
Donald M. Wilson '63 
Keren 6. Wilson '63 
MaryA. Wilson '78 
SueE.Wil~ '81 
lorretta W. Winkelmann '64 
Karl J. Winkler '7) 
Ronald P. Winner '60 
Dan E. Winslow '69 
Thomas A. Winterrowd '73 
Charlotte E. Wirt '79 
David M. Witter '&4 
Manyn A. Wittei' '56 
John A. Wittmayer '69 
JueI N. WittWt!r '65 
Thomas P. Wolb!'echt '74 
Samara A. Wold '75 
Gary R. Wold '79 
WesE.Wolf '71 
Marvin R. Wollmuth '64 
Fred M. Wong '56 
Nancy K.F. Woo '77 
Carolyn V. Wood '79 
Elizabeth G. Woodward '76 
Jon M. Woodwor1h '79 
Robet1 W. '61 & Alayne C. 
Woolsey ' 71 
Couy 9 . Wright '68 
MaryE . Wurm '70 
Wanda l . Wynne '64 
y 
King Gee Yeoe ' 76 
James H. Ylvisaker '59 
Pauline S. Yonemura '70 
Donald F. york '50 
caroline M. Yost '78 
Roger A. Yott ' 75 
James M . Youker '1'5 
Bruce P. Youmans '76 
Creighton E, Young 78 
Marga~ E. Yourlg '66 
lynn B. Voungbar '70 
z 
James M. Zaleski '75 
Virginia A. Zauner '76 
Merrie A. Ziady '60 
8arbara Zuem '67 
The Vatican ColJection, San Francisco. December 2-4, invites alumni 
and friends to the on ly showing in the western United States of Vatican 
masterpieces, from 5th centu ry S.c. scu lptures to contemjX)rary works 
of art. Also a city tour of San Francisco's historical and architectural 
highlights ... wine-tasting party . . .free time for holiday shopping. 
Tour leader: Professor Jane Kristof, Department of Art and Architecture. 
S4&8. 
British Aisles, October 6- 16, a theater lour of l ondon, takes you to four 
plays, an opera, a backstage tour with a noted English actor as 
guide . .. a " pub crawl" of historic london pubs ... behind-the-scenes 
at the SBC. .. a visit to Windsor, Elan and Blenheim. Tour leader: 
Professor Jack Featheringill, Department of Theater Arts. 51,350 airl 
land. 
PortugallSpain, September 9-25, di~<\.~s the magic of ancient and 
modem Portugal and Spa~ .. . ~sO\!Je.ille , Granada, Toledo, Mad-
rid and Malaga ... witb rip across Gibraltar to Tangiers. Tour 
leader: Professor Earl ~, Department of Foreign languages. $1,695. 
Magnificent New Zealand and Ihe Milford Track, December 3-16, 
introduces you to the spectacular scenic beauty down under. .from 
Waitomo's famou s glow·worm caves to the distinctly English 
Christchurch ... plus a 5-day "tramp" in the magnificent natura l scen-
ery of Milford Sound. Tour leader: Professor Tom Benson, head, De-
partment of Geology. 52,660. 
Zesretti's Italy, May 10-26, is an exciting' 7--day tour of Italy, taking 
you to 13 fascinating cities ... including opera at la Scala. .leaning 
Tower of Pisa, Vatican Museum, Coliseum, Pantheon, Forum, Uffiz i 
Galleries in Florence ... and much more . Tour leader: Professor Stefa· 
no Zegreni, coordinator, Urban Studies Undergraduale Program. 
For detailed brochures, call or write: 
PSU ALUMNI TOURS, 
Portland State University, 
P.O. 80x 751, Portland, OR 97207. (S03) 229-4948. 
---__________________________________ 1982_83 
Chevron Oll Field Research 
Many gifts and grants come to the University for specific 
purposes. These designated gifts play an important role in the 
development of quality at Portland State. 
Company 
Chevron USA, Inc. 
brle A. Chiles 
Chiles Foundation 
Susan G. Chilton 
Frederick & FIorem:eChino 
Varley 8. Christ 
Michael Cummings 
MaryH.Cumpston 
James P. Curtin 
D 
E 
Eagle PoInt High School 
E.asI Portland Jaycrettes 
East Portland Orthopedic 
and fracture Clinic P.e. 
Gty of Portland, Oregon }O§eph Dahl 
Oxbnw Counly Bank Dalles I\tH ~ycee Women 
Alln Clark John Oolmis 
Clark College Toby Dan~s Donors to Portland State University 
Robert Easton 
Frank Eaton Estate 
Roger N. EdQington 




A & P AppI iance Service 
A.B. Dick Products 








Clara Abbott Foundation Arlene R. Badger 
Academy 0# Applied Science Bevetty J. Bain 
Moss Adams Lois Baker 
Dale Addington Charles B. Balogh 
Agent Free & Accepted Masons Balsinger-rngraham 
Beaverton Lodge #100 Banco de Brasil. SA 
Tom & linda Ahlers Lori Bryan Banks 
Aid Associarion for Lutherans Barb's Hair Chale! 
Paul Alr Loise. Barber 
Elijah A. Akingemi La Ray Barna 
Abdul M. At-Ooussari .Annette M. Bartholomae 
Nasser At-Huneldl Peart Base 
Noury & lamia At-Khaledy \'Vhitney Bates 
Ann & Jerry Alexander Raymond Bauer 
Taylor Alexandef Roberta M. 8auef 
Howard & Pauline Allen e.1. & 8efks Bayne 
Jeffrey M. Allen Lonnie l. Beach 
John E. & Marpr~ Allen Burton l. Beahm 
Suzanne Alley M. Susan Seal 
EdAilic Patty8eall 
The Allisons George & Suun Beard 
Alpentose Oifke Employees Beaver10n School 0i5trict 
Robin Alton lester Beckman 
American Association (Of Retired J. Bruce & Elizabeth Bell 
Penons--Andrus Foundation Bend Jayceetles 
American As.soc:iation 01 Anne Waldron Bender 
Universlry Professors Mildred l. Bennett 
Portfand State Chaptet' Willard & IJrcwoIhy l. Benson 
American Association 0( Myrtn e. Bentz 
UniYefSlty Women Sherron M. Berdeen 
Ontario Branch Ralph Berg 
Amet'ican Business Women's Roald K. Berg 
Associtltion Anna M. 8efgrnan 
Mt. Hood Chaptef Leonard J. Bergstein 
American BUSiness Women's Nathan & Eva Bertt:ham 
Association jeanne Bernard 
Whispering PInes Chapter Larry Bernard 
American Chemical Society lisa Semen 
Amef'ican Institute of Real Ronald & Rose Bertolino 
Estate Appraisers Irene A. Betin 
Oregon Chapcer No. 14 Calvin G. Billeter 
American Production and William Billings 
inventory Controf Society Cary Bishop 
American Society of Civil Herb Black 
Engineers lawrence & Susan Black 
American Society of Mechanical Harry J. & Marie B. Blakemtln 
Engineers foundation 
Atneric.1n Society of Women Rev Bland 
Accountants Jim e. Blanton 
Amfac Foods MI'l. Richard N. Blasen 
Amicus Academiae Mariana T. Bloch 
Anne B. Anderson Peter Bloch 
Barry & Alikl Anderson Jason 8loche 
Don Andefson fiorTe§t e. Biodsett 
E. Dean & Betty Anderson Neit E. Bloom 
John E. Anderson Joseph & Priscilla Blume! 
Andefson NCO Wives Club Bob Steffer Insurance, Inc. 
Richard & Carol Anderson Philip R. Bogue 
Ronald Anderson Midge Boldt 
Apple Education Fund Charles O. Bolton 
Carolyn J. Aproberts David Bonn 
Virginb Archer Scholarship Joseph S. & Nancy H. Bonner 
T~I Fund V.f . Booker 
Robert & Florence Arenz William f . Boore 
.-\sa Amsbefs Burke J. Borden 
Arthur foundatIOn Veri & Rober1 Boroughs 
AMn Calspan Inc. Gilber1 M. ~ 
linda It Ashkenas Jacqueline & Harrison Branch 
Ashland HIgh School Susan BrauckmUler 
Ashland High Schoo~rpenler Lonnie Breninger 
Foundation Johanna Brenner 
Clark Foundation }onn O. Dart 
William Clark John Dash 
TerK:! Clark-Graham, Issak, C. Gerald Davidson 
Steven N. Brenner Dimeo Dan D.JIvls Foundation 
Brewed HoI Coffee Ann 8. Clarke leslee E. Davis 
Nan M. BreMter Cl.ltskanie High Schoof Faculty Nanette J. Davis 
June & Dick Brinkman Philip J. Cleary Ralph S. Dol"!s 
Daryle 8f1»dsword Irene Clemo Doble & Mary Davison 
Clyde A. Brock Cleveland High School Peter & Sandra Dawson 
Adtianne Brockman Michael F. Clopton Dean De Chaine 
Elks--la Grande #433 
Elks Lodge 1288 
Elks National Foundation 
Walter G. Eltis 




OeIxK'ah A. Erickson 
laird & MoIry Brodie Clow Roofing & Siding Company Dale & Deborah De Clusin 
Clarke & Nmyn Brooke Did & Paul,ne- Coburn Fred & Brisetle Oe Wolfe 
Arthur R. Brown james Coburn Howard E. Dean 
Bruce W. & Barbara Brown Elizabeth Cochrane Defensive Driver Cenler 
Diane Brown James P. Coffman Instructors Association 
les Brown Nathan F. & Sara Glasgow Cogan Roben B. Delf, Jr. 
Ernest & Whinney, CPA's 
Hacik & ulku Erzurumlu 
Evans Products Company 
ex· Newsboys' Association 
Export Planning for Executives 
Richard & OeIpha Brown Cole and Weber Oi.ane Dellinger 
Robert & Rebecca Brown Cob & Design Inc. Delta Kappa Gamma 
Thelma A. BrO'Nn Columbia Amusement ~ta Stama Theta Sorority _ 
John M. BuOOlo Columbia Wire & Iron Portland Alumnae Chapter 
Fred & Marianne Buchwalter Bruce L. Conrad Edward & Dorothy G. Dempster 
Carof A. Burden Graham P. Conroy e.L. Dennis 
Janise M. Burger Mary Ann Constans Oes-Ka-Hoo-Teez Enterprise 
Scott I\. Burgess Gerald F. Conway Rita W. Dewat 
Thomas C. BurBf!S5 Marvalene Coons Earle & Donna Dickenson 
8emaJd V. Burke Coopers & Lybrand Lillian Oid:enson 
Mary A. Burtci Nancy & Richard Copeland Alma C. Dickie 
Tom & Phyllis Burnam Helen E. Corbett Irene L. Dickinson 
Sally & Norman Burnett Henry & Katherine C. Corbett Clarence J. Dieringer 
Business & Profession Women's Frank Como Digital Equipment Corp. 
Foundauon Paul Corrow Roger D. Dimick 
Donald A. Buss Daphnie M. Couch Mary B. Dittenhofer 
Dorothy Butler Dale and Carol Courtney K.1r1 & Marjorie J. Dittmer 




Claud G. Farrow,-.,. 
Fashion Group, lnc. 
Alice B. Faust 
NichcKasFazzolari 
linda May FeammeUi 
1ieIe., Marie Fedde 
Paul Feldenheirner 
Douglas f . Feller 
Donald M. femnle 
HowatdW. fetz 
Mary D. Field 
Bessie Fields 
Ken & Elsie Butlet' Adam & Mat~ Crais Gcm:Ion B. Dodds 
Teozile & Jolm Butlet' GetTy CraiS Cary l. Donovan 
fred Bunacio Georgb Ronan Crampcon Douglas National Bank 
Fifty Second Ave. HardwOlfe & 
Building Supply 
Winslow Buxton Colleerl Crawford Drama Rming Club 
John M . Byrne M . T. Crawford Dawn & Sob Dresskr 
First Inlet'Sta1e Bank 01 Oreson 
First Presbyterian Church 
c 
C & R Realty Co. 
CH2M Hill. Inc. 
George T. Cabello 
Leonard & Virginia Cain 




Clyde L Calvin 
Esther Camden 
Paul H. Campbell 




Chartes J. Carlson & Co. 






Ann Louise Casey 
frances M. Caskey 
Harriet H. Cass 
Alexander R. Callin 
Mrs. Richard w. Cauthorn 
John P. Cavamos 
Ron Cease 
Center fOf Humanities 
Chamber Music Soc:ietyol 
Oregon 
Champion ProduclS Inc. 
Barbara F. Chapet\e 
Nancy J. Chapman 
Irving & Helen Chase 
Craig G. Cheshire 
Mark Chetwood 
Criswell Scholarship Fund Thomas R. Dudley 
Roger A. Crooks Kenne1h & Donna Dueker 
E.R. Crouse Memorial Schofarship e.R. Duffle 
fund lola T. Dunbar 
Evelyn IdeII Crowell James & Joyce Dunn 
William Crozier R.A. Dupuis 




MildredG . Flanagan 
Joanne fleming 
Floating Point Systems 
Florestan Trio 
Robert & Julie flynn 
Carof Joyce Fokine 
Don & Colleen Follas 
MOlivated faculty are the pulse of the University. Their enthusiasm 
and dedication 10 leaching and research are vital for producing 
graduates who will begin productive careers and provide leadership in 
our community. 
Participarion in professional development aclivities helps 10 keep 
faculty cUrren! and alive. Contributions fO the Universiry Development 
Fund provide grants to support faculty development activities. Faculty 
members have used these grants to complete research projects, deliver 
invited papers and attend professional conferences. 
Donors to the University Development Fund 
Amfac Foods, Inc. Sam B. liu, M.D. 
Pearl Base Martha S. Marks 
Benjamin Franklin Federal Savings Mathew McKirdie, M.D. 
& loan Association R. Burke Morden 
lawrence S. Black Norris, Beggs & Simpson 
V.F. Booker Pepsi Cola Bonling Company 
First Interstate Bank of Oregon Ronald W. Peterson 
George H. Fraser David A. Pugh 
Hallon Foundation Robert D. Scanlan 
Howard L Hubbard Caroline P. Stoel 
Jantzen, Inc. James E. Todd 
Carl J. Kubin Touche Ross & Company 
11 
Volunta~ support--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Richard & Orcm~ Forbes James & letha Hale 
Cheryl A. Ford Patricia L. & W. Dennis Hall 
Carol Forrest Richard &. Elizabeth Halley 
Foundation Sciences, Inc. Halton Foundation 
lyle H. Frahm Elizabeth Hamilton 
Robert & Mary Fraoci5 Mary Jean & Bill Hamilton 
Donald H. Frank William Hammel 
Mrs. Hefbert Frank John l. Hammond 
Franklin High School Alfred A. Hampson 
Franklin High School - Heather Hannam 
National Honor SocietY John & Carole Hansen 
George H. Fraser Barbara B. Han50fl 
Fred Bay News Marilyn K. Hanson 
Frederick Wildman & Sons LTD. Ulrict. & Eleanor Hardt 
Elise Freed Danna Hamish 
Friendly Rosenthal Foundation J. Kenneth Harris 
John Fromwllier ./OiIn E. Harris 






Gary & Teresa Ga!>kill 
Alexander ~way 
Fred Gast, Sr. 
8i11 Catch 
Ana lucia Cazolla 
Donna lou Geiger 
Wendie Gelemter 
Geoff Hill Advertising Service 
Tom & Carol Gerity 
Thomas A. Cihring 
Harold & Jean GiII6pie 
Chloe & Jess Gilmore 
larry Giusti 
Al C. Giusti Wine Company 
Mary & Richard Glas~ 
Glencoe High School 
Edward & foAoIly Gloss 
Gregory Goekjian 
Harry & Molly Goheen 
Elsie W. Goldhammer 
Amy S. Goldstein 
Good Samaritan Hospita l 
Douglas A. Goodman 
Florence Goodman 
lane N. Goodsell 
Goodwill Bap(lst Church 
Mary & larry Gon:fon 
Walt!1'Gomon 
Nancy Gorelick 
B~ri»r~ F. Gorton 
Nancy C. Goss 
Alan & Jane Goudy 
Maureen Grabast 
Robert C. Gr~hm 
Grants Pass Rotary Club 
l aretaJ. Grassmick 
DiI'IidH.Grasvik 
George C. Gr~tke 
Robert G. Gray 
Greal Nonhwest Bookstore 
Greek Udies PtuloptOChos 
"""'" Helen l. Green 
Donald W . Green, III 
K.lthyGreey 
RUTh E. Gregg 
Tom Greif 
Naguib Greis 
Gresham High School 
Gresham High School Faculty 
Gresham Jayceettes 
SusanJ . Griffiths 
MaryX. Gfltre 
Barbara J. Gross 
Donald GUllnary 
Alice Anne Gustaf§On 
Gary & Stephanie Gustafson 
Oscar Gustafson 
H 
Robin E. Haberman 
lee J. & De Ann Haggerty 
T. Milrshall Hahn 
jerome E. Hames 





Virginia M. H.)Seitine 
VictorJ. Hauth 





Betty E. Hawthorne 
Evelyn Heilm 
Jim Heath 
Judith A. Hein 
Jdfery Helberg 
Debbie E. HendriX 




Teny & Aneie Hewitt 
Hewlen Packard 
MaryK. Heyer 
James S. Hibbard 
JefT'yHili 
Hillsboro High School 
Hillsboro Jayceettes 
Hillsboro Kiwilnis Club 
Marjorie G. Hindman 
John D. Hinds 
RobertM. Hirsch 
Sandra G. Hobson 
James & Cynthia Hodgson 
Floriene R. Hoff 
Judith S. Hoffman 
Mary B. Hoffman 
George & Virginia Hoffmann 
Kirsten HoIbr<XMI 
Robert Holcomb 
Thomas W . Holman, Sr. 
Mark & Betsy Howard 
Ruth M . Howland 
KwanHsu 
Nan-Teh & Lorene Hsu 
Howard l. Hubbard 
Katherine S. Huber 
Human Development Service 
Robert & Cecelia Huntington 
Peter & Frances Hurst 





Inlernational Research & 
Exchanges Board 
Susan Irish 






Rebecca & John Jahns 






David A. )ohn§On 
EdoNard & Patricia Johnson 
Hazel A. Johnson 
Petei' & Carolyn johmon 
Philip john§On 
5t.J.nley L. johnson 
Barbara P. Johnsrud 
Barbara Johnstone 
Bill Jonasson 
Elizabeth Ellis Jones 
June L)oneS 
J. Sheldon jones, Jr. 
T.W. & Helga P. Joyce 




Deborah M. Kadas 
Kappa Sigma Fraternity 
Chad Karr 
T.G. Karrick 
J. Kenneth &. Marie Kaseberg 
Shirley & T.A. K.lsparek 






Kellel' Lumber Co. 
Anne J. Kellner 
Claire C. Kelly 
Jacqueline Kelly 
~~t~a~1lY Kendall L Harry E. & G. Uchtwarclt 
Arlett.l C. Kenny Ruth M. Lichtwardt 
Chuck Kimball-Rivenide Louis La GUlnd lincoln City Elks #1686 
Properties E. Randolph & l~ie R. Labbe Judith K. lincoln 
James &. Carol Kimball Helen G. Labbe H . Unstone 
Charles E. King Mrs. Henri Labbe Ella G. litchfleid 
jean M. Kine Frank lagesen. Sam B. liu, M.D. 
Martin luther King Jr. Scholarship James E. & Shirley Seaman Lake Robert W . Lockwood 
Foondation of Oregon Lake Oiwego ROiary Club Rose loe 
Kaf@f\ L. King Bhagirath & Margaret Lall lloyd R. Loehr 
Mrs. Lyle B. Ki ngery Laura M. Lamarra David L. long 
G.c. & Roberta KingIDvry Myron lane John F. Longres 
Kingsbury Scholarship Fund Robert & Ruth lange Walt looney 
Mary C. Kingsley Newton Langerman l os Angeles Times Scholarship 
Mary K. Kinnick Franz loanghammt'f Hugh G. Lovell 
Lestlel' Kirkendall larry's Sport Center, Inc. Margaret F. low Trust Fund 
Michelle R. Kisinger E. Darrell & Patricia lee Larson Donald & Barbara lowry 
candace C. Kittle Rev. & Mrs. Larson Michaell. luUch 
Karel J. Knapp Don Lawry Kathy lumas 
Patsy Kneas5 Charles A. & Ursula le Guin Diane lunde 
Nancy & Gary Kneisel James & Sharon leach Walter Lundquist .Scholarship 
leta & Joanne Knight lames P. leahey, Jr. George lyle 
joyce A. Knowlton Cindy E. leatherberry Robert E. Lynott 
Bonnie krtudtsoo Michael & Margaret Lehrman 
Donna R. Knudtson W.T. & Geneva E. lemman 
PhylUs & Dolph Koenie George GresotY lendaris 
linda H. & F. David Kohlmeier Dorothea lenseh 
Stephen A. Kosokolf A.I. Levene 
Nichihiro Kosuge Alfred Levin§On 
Kimberly A. Kowiu Harold lewis 
Naomasa Kozuma Joan O. Lewis 
Jane Kraus Scott lewis 
jane Kristof Terry Leyden 
Carl J. Kubin libary Associ~Tion of Portland 
Frank F. Kuo librilry Donation Service 




Craie & Jane I. MacCloskey 
Connie & ROI"\iIld Macedo 
Forbes J. Mack 
leeanne G. MacColl 
Paula M. Madden 
F.V. & CA. Magaum 
David & ludy Maguire 
Roy Malensky 
Entertain 
a new idea 
at Portland State 
this fall 
Find inspiration in PSU's schedule of 500 
evening and Saturday classes, including: 





Education of Exceptkmal Children 
Stress Management Minority Business Perspectives 
FORTRAN 
NW Energy PolicylProblems 
Collective Sarsaining 
American Indian Uterature 
Fif5t Year Chinese 
Medical Sociology 
Volcanoes 
Scandinavian History (0 1520 
General Astronomy 
American Foreign Policy 
Human Development 
Public Health Principles 
Urban Communication 
Women in Management 
Income Tax Preparation 
StockMarket 
American Business History 
Health Aspects of Aging 
Classical Guitar 
Introduction to Playwriting 





And PSU is more convenient than ever: • no formal admission necessary up to 7 credits 
(previously 6 credits) • preregister or sign up at the first class . VISA or MasterCard welcome 
• inexpensive parking for alumni 
Fall classes begin September 26 
For more information, call 229-4982 (8:30-5:00) or stop by Neuberger Hall for a full course 





Mf"§. Gordon Mal\ilry 
Harriette A. M.l1'Ide1 
Paul F. Manley 
William Manning 
Eric Maple 
Gary O. Marchant 




Dawn M. Marineau 
Kenneth Ma,n 
Marsueri le Marks 
MarthaS. Marks 
Ronnie Lynn Marks 
Crepy Man.:us 
Bill & Mary Marsh 
Marshall High School 
o\t\arshall High School·PTSA 
Marietta Martin Foundation 
Karen & Richard Martini 
John & Dianne Martinson 
Marx Knoll & Mangels, Inc. 
A. Matsuda 
Michiko Matsuder 
Rosemarie & Dick Matthews 
Pal Mattson 
Michael &: Ma~a Maupoux 
Elizabeth Mayther 
S. Robin Maylhef 
Arthur McArthur 
Melissa McBralney 
leslie G. McBride 
Henry McCall 
Mobil Foundation Inc. 
Lois A. Mock 
John & Mary Mode Scholarship 
TruM Fund 
Montag Furnace Co. 
Donald Robert Moor 
Emesl E. Moore 
Fr.1nk l. Moore 
Michael E. Moofe 
Oscar and lola o'vtoofe 
Pa[~e 
Mrs. Ralph D. Moates 
Ma~ T. Moothart 
A.A. Mofden 
Je.anMorgan 
Patricia ~n Ryan 
Anne Credle Morris 
John & Gretchen Morris 
Morris Rogoway JewelefS 
BobMonow 
Naomi Moshbt-rger 
Mu Phi Epsilon 
Wende/in & Elizabeth Mueller 
Ruth Muhle 
Richard A. Muller 
WiliardA.Mullins 
John & Christina Mullooly 
Frank Munk 
M.J. Murdock Charitable Trust 
Dennis F. Murray 
Edith Murray 
Roswell & Evelyn Murray 
N 
Thomas McCall National Bla<:k Child 
Mary McCallister IJrevelopmenllnslitlJle 
Susan A. McCarty National Micrographics 
Donna McClaskey Association 
David McClure National SC'ieoce Foundation 
Garry Dean McCorkle James R. Nanmger 
Frank McCormack AI G. Naudain 
Donald McCoy Nautilus Plus of Oregon 
Robert McDowell W.e. Neland 
lewis McFarland Ness &: Company 
S.R. McGrath Maurine Neuberger 
Doml W. Mcintosh Terry Neuburger 
Gene- Mcintosh New Ze.aland National Film 
McK.ay of Coos Bay Unit 
Mike McKeel Group Ann N. Newhall 
Jocelyn McKinna David H. Newhall 
Matthew & Elizabeth McKirdie ,Iohn Newmaster 
B.aroafiJ l. &: Wm. J. Mclarty Newport Jayceene5 
Joan ~hon franci~ J. Newton 
Carole A. McMillan R. Nicholas 
McMinnvil~ Elks lodge #1283 ~g&:N~.;;'I~n Nichols 
Fred &: Dolores McNally David B. Nicodemus 
McNally Sports Altractioos Nicola Nicolov 
Arlet'1e McVie Ni~, Inc. 
Cheryl R • .'v\clean Niswonger &: Reynolds, Inc. 
Jolene K. ~ader North Portland Rotary 
Medford High School • Cilrpeoter Northwest Packaging 
Foundation Heinze &: Margaret E. Nowak 
Medford High School - KumeU Nucle.ar Educatioo Commi"ee 
Social Science Rudi &: Laureen Nussbaum 
Medical Research foundatIon 
June Meeker 
Meier & frank 
florence T . .Meltoo =~fl~ofMiS5ions 0 
H.any Merlo 0.1<. Auto Parts, Inc. 
low &: Hariet o\<\errick Tom Oberg 
Willi.am .Mersereau Occupational Skill Center 
Metro Distributors Oceanlake Emblem Club #262 
Willi.am Meyer lou Ocepek 
Mill.ar Scholarship Foundation Ceo C. Oleson 
Teresa C. Millar Community Theater of Michael 
Eva Millemann &:GIOfia Olin 
Alln McEntee Miller Vivienne H. Olson 
Earl R. Miller Mrs. Thomas Onsdorlf 
fr.mces Miller Oregon Association of Colored 
Maxine M. Miller Women's Club5 
Sue M. Miller Oregon Committee for the 
Abbot L Mills Humanities 
Milwaukie Elks 12032 Oregon Community Foundation 
Donna M. Minkler Oresoo Council of the ~lind 
Miss Clatsop County Scholarship Oregon fBCA ScholarshIp 
Page.anl Oregon Graduate Centef 
Miss Ponland ScholarshIp Pa8l'aniOregon .Mortgage Bankers 
~~n E. Mitchell ~~~~al Sa\<ings Bank 
Oregon School Employees 
As!>ociation 
Oregon SportSwriters and 
SportSCasters 
Oregon Stale Elks Association 
Oregon Stale Sherifk Association 
Oregon Wholesale Novelty 










PEO Sisterhood-8f Chap(er 
PSU Alumni Association 
PSU Institute on Aging 
PSU Women' s Association 
Pacific High School 
PacifIC Nonhwest Bell 
Pacific Northwest Contingency 
Croup 
Pacific PO'Ni.'I' &: light Co. library 
PacifIC ~ and light 
8ettyM. Page 
RobertJ. Palmer 
Paralyzed Veterans of America 
Technology and Research 
Foundation 
Kathryn A. Pareliu5 
Parent Teachers Student 
Association 
Donald D. Parker 




Theran &: Welma Parsons 
Dan Passell 
Sara lena Palokoski 
Robert I. &: Betty J. Piltrick 
William W. Paudler 
Marybeth E. Paulik 
Norman Pearson 
linda & lefT)' Pease 
Phyllis Peckt·ls 
Michael D. Pellow 
Margaret &: Dale Pemberton 
Pepsi Cola BottI! ng 
Ruth Perrill 
Bob and Carolyn Perry 
Marilyn Petersen 
Bert Peterson 
Carol I. Peterson 
George R. Peterson 
R.W. Peterson 
Ronald D. &: Marcia G. Peterson 
Frederick J. Petterson 
C. Thomas Pfingstet'1 
pfizer locorporaled 
David Phelan 
Anne V.S. Pierce 
,Ioe E. & Gwendolyn Pierce 
pilot Rock Education Association 
Marlene Piper 
Piper VolleyBall Camp 
PlClto-lvtartindale Art 
Hazel Pletchmy 
Plumbin8 Industry Promotion 
fund of Manhaft.ln &: Bronx 
Wilma Ann Polich 
Susan E. Poorman 
Poppers Supply 
Portland Alumnae Panhellenic 
Portland Association of School 
librarians 
Portland Elks lodge #142 
Portland General Electrk Co. 
Portland Oregon liberty Mutual 
Club 
Portland Public Schools 
Portland Rose festival 
Portland Trail Blazers 
Portland Youth Advoc.ates 
Richard&: MaryE. Potter 




Price Waterhouse Foundation 
Austin Pritchard 
Dave & Ruth Pruitt 
Jeanette Puc\erl)augh 
David A. & Patricia l . Pugh 
Purcha~ing Management 
Association 01 Oregon 
R 
RCA CotpOfale Staff 
RTE Corporation 
William A. Rabiega 
Ann Radich 
Radio Inlemational Canada 
lack &: Jeanne Radow 
Douglas M. & Sandra A. Ragen 
lee Ragsdale 
Cecelia Pitt Ralston 
William C. Ralston 
Eugene W. Ramage 
Betty J. Rankin 
Bob Rankin 
Allan Raschio 






Henry H . Reichhold School 
New VorlI Trust 
Recired Association of PSU 
Herbert Reulaff 
Martha Retzlaff 
l.c. Combs Reynolds 
Phil Reynolds Schola~ip fund 
R. Willert RhynWulger 
John H. Rickman 
Mary F. Ricks 
Gladys D. Ringo 
Kevin Rivers 
Ri\<iera /I.iotprs Inc. 
Ward H. RObbins 
Richard J. RObinson 
Elizabeth &: Andy Rocchia 
John H. Rode: 
Rockwellintemational 
Grover Rodich 
David K. &: Janet C. Roe 
Robert & Gwendolyn Rogers 
Theodosia Romanassi 
I.,.".,C. Rook> 
Roosevell High School 







Mary lu P. Roszko 
RouryCiub of AJoha 
Rotary Club of Gre$ham 
Aliel Rubslein 
Tony &: Pat Rufolo 
Thomas E. & Vicki l. Rutger 
s 
S & H Foundation 




San Diego Associalion of 
eo.em~t 
Sandy Union High School 
Sandy Union High School • 
Booster Club 
louie Santangelo 
Carl &: Carol Santesson 
Wilma D. Santoyo 
Richard Sapp 
Geo.ge Sato 
Rex D. Savage 
Phyllis Sawhill 
Kelty J. Saxton 
D .R. & B. Alyce Sayre 
Total contributions 
$1,741,246 
Source of contributions 
A_ Foundations 34.0% 
B. Associations, organizations 25.9% 
C. Corporations, businesses 16.5% 
D. Friends 13.6% 
E. Alumni 6.2% 
F. Faculty, staff 3.8% 
Purpose as specified by donor 
H, I 
A. Equipment, library 
B. Research 
C. Viking Athletic Association 
D. Designated for specific 
program 
E. Student support 
F. Unrestricted 
G_ Endowed funds 













Robert B. Scanlan Glenda J. Simms 
Sappoose J.;Iyceettes VIOla J. Simms 
8fUce Schafer Em! S. Simon 
J. Alexander ScharhKh Kathryn l. Sinclair 
Dmiell SchNns . Singer Student Nurses Fund 
Pck & Ruby Schendel Wayne Slovick 
Doris l. Schindler Pavel Smejlek 
Edward E. Schlesser David & linda Smedzer 
School District #1 Barbara Smith 
Sharon l . Schroll Cathleen lynne Smith 
florence F. Schrup Dan Smith 
Frances K. Sclwlte Eliz.abeth L Smith 
Mrs. Annur F. Scali Ellen & Leonard Smith 
Peter Scott Smith Memorial Presbyterian 
Scott, Foresman & Company Church 
Sob ScrU8ll§ Michael C. & Cindy l. Smith 
Seaside District Hospital AuxiliaJ John Snell 
S«:urity Tr~ Association of Society of Real Estate Appraisers 
Portland Elizabeth W. Solomon 
J.anet M. Seigel Gus J. Solomon 
Virginia Seiser South'Ne'Sl Forest Industries 
lany Sellers Speech lV\edia Film laboratOl'Y 
Carolyn S. Selling Elaine Spencer 
Maxine Selling St. Andrew Society 
Tanya M. Senn Edward C. Slack 
Sherry SevaU Joshua Siampfer 
Robert Severn Robert C. Slamsoo 
Mrs. George A. Sew;r.rd Standard Glass 
Brenda Sharar. E. Genevieve StAnton 
The lames Shaw Family Stan St.tnlOn 
Shell Oil Company Victor S. Startrovich 
William K. Shepherd Willie Starks 
Wilma F. Sheridan State Univenity of New York 
leslie Sherman Resea..-:h Foundation 
Allee E. Shidler Barton D. Stebbins 
William Shields Russell J. Steen 
Mitsie &. Shig Shinoda John H. Stmn 
Howard Shore IV Steinbach Foondation 
Robert " Marilyn $hOlDla Stephen &. Beverly Stems 
Marian C. ShoYIef5 Bob Stevens 
John Shuford Connie Stevens 
Mrs. Martin Sichel Stevens MemOrial Scholarship 
Jane R. SIdman TntSI Fund 
Virginia Sfes,er larry J. SIevernon 
F.W. Simmons JIm & letha Steward 
larry & Sharon Steward 
Barbar .. J. Stewart 
CorityStewar1 
Charles G. Slilson 
Caroline P. StoeI 
Helen W. Stone 




John R. Subef1 
Frank Suchy 
Marylin O. Sullivan 
Sunshine Dairy 
J. Kenneth & Beverly Swan 
leonard G. Swanson 
Henry T. Swigert 
T 
Eldon W. Tamblyn 
TandyCorporalion 
Don Tang 
Sel mo T aubef 
Robert E. Tayler 
Taylor Electric SlJpply. Inc. 
Maryl. Taylor 
N. Kirk Taylor 
Tektronix Design SlJppon Group 
Tektronix Foundation 
GeorJe O. TenEyck 
Nanette S. TenEyck 
Tenneco Automotivt' 
Robert Neil Terrill 
Michael J. Teskey 
Rose Thayef 
Bruce A. Thiel 
John H, Thomas 
M""",""" 
Richard &. Chris Thoms 
Michael Tichy 
Tim's Aitless 
Dale M. TImmons 







Kenneth P . Tocher 
James E. & Elisabeth Todd 
K.lyT~n 
louiseE. Torgerson 
lee & Sharon Tortand 
Touche Ross &. Co. 
Nohad A. Toulan 
Charte A. Tracy 
Transi§(or Service Company 
Transportation Club of Ponland 
Ernest K. &. Ruth Ann Tsukuda 
Rose E. Tocker Charitable Trust 
John E. Tully 
Turkish Embassy 
Turtledove Clefnens. Inc. 
Rob & Dez Tunle 
u 
U.S. National Bank 
U.S. Department of Commerce 
Union Usher Board ol Portland 
United FederatiOfl of Teachers 
United Grocers 
University 01 Idaho 
Uptown liqoor Store 
Thom.ls &. Christine Utterback 
v 




The Dean Vincent Family 




Phyllis M. wade 
William Wagner Fund 
Wahtonlca Scholarship Fund 
RobertE.WalkerJl 
William & locille Walker 
Fred &. Nancy Waller 
AliceWaUne.-
earmyn P. Walters 




Bonnie J. Weber 
lJrebra l. weber 






lUdIe S. Welch Tru§( 
Wentworth Foundation 
F.G. & Elizabeth Wessinger 
West Coast Cash Register 






Jane l. Wilson 
Joanna & Robert Wilson 
June Wilson 
Lyndon A.S. Wilson 
M.T. Winch 
Dolores Wingard 





Michele Dru Woller! 
WarrenA. Wood 








C. Andy Wyatt. Jr. 
John Wykoff 
y 
Western Amefican Branch Society George Vtrkovieh 
01 Italic Handwriting Alice M vetka 
Western Wire works Vokwo YUk Women's Club 
Robert C. W~~ John & Mary York 
Charles M. wt'ute Youth Emp&oyment Planning 
Harty J. & Rhoda White Team 
Mary Ellen &. Hank White Mary Vuf 
MarianWieler 
Ronald G. Wiicosky 
Willamette University 




Vincent C. Williams 
William &. Marie Williams 
z 
Zikes. Kayser, Freed. Smith & 
Heald, P.e. 
Madelyn Zilka 
Laurence S. Zivin 
Or. ZollaR's Inlemational Runnmg 
Te.am, Inc. 
Zoology dub 
Upper Deschutes Rafting Trip, August 27, 28, 29, a SO-mi le (loat 
through central Oregon on one of the state's most renown rivers_ The 
Deschutes is well-known for its exciting rapids, and you cha llenge 
Whitehorse, Boxcar and Oak Springs on this journey from Warm 
Springs to just upriver from Sherars Bridge. Beginners are paired with 
experienced rafters_ $ 142.50, including equipment and meals. 
Rogue Riv~ Rafting Trip, September 7-11, a four-day tripon this nearly 
legendary river. The Rogue, designated a National Wild and Scenic 
River, is the choice of experienced Oregon rafters. During this 38-mile 
trip you tackle several dozen rapids, including the scenic Mule Creek 
Canyon and the turbulent Blossom Bar. And there is plenty of time to 
enjoy swimming, hiking, wildlife, even goldpanning. $ 1 99 per person, 
including rafting equipment and meals. 
San Juan Bicycle Trip, September 14-18, a leisurely, refreshing way to 
see these beautiful islands. With Bob Sundberg leading, you visit the 
historical sites as well as discover the unique island communities. You 
spend one night on Lopez Island, one night on Orcas Island and two 
nights on San Juan Island during this four-day trip in the warm, sunny 
San Juans. 
Champoeg Bicycle Ride, October 2, an 18-mile round-trip to Cham-
poeg Park. Bob Sundberg leads you on scenic country roads during the 
height or the rail season. Enjoy your picnic lunch at ChamJX)e8 and 
investigate the park's points of interest. Free. 
~ . , For detailed brochures, call or write: ,.., iii ~ PSU ALUMNI TOURS, ~ 0 Portland State University, J P.O. Box 7S1, Portland, OR 97207.15031 229-4948. 
Performing Arts 
300TH ANNIVERSARY OF GERMANS IN AMERICA 
Oct. 1 
Oct. 1 
Child ren's films & puppet show. 10 am, 
75 lincoln Hall . Free 
German art film . For title & admission info 
call 2294454/4452. 8 pm, 75 Lincoln Hall 
Oct. 1 Kurt Weill 's setting of Brecht's "Seven 
Deadly Sins, " with Briu Festival soloists. 
8 pm, lincoln Hall Aud. 
Ocl. 4 Brown Bag Concert: PSU voice faculty perform 
German works. Noon, 75 Lincoln Hall, Free 
Oct. 5 liederabend, German art songs: Ruth Dobson. 
soprano; Harold Gray. piano. 8 pm, lincoln 
Hall Aud. 
Oct. 6 Brown Bag Concert: PSU Chamber Choir 
with program of German choral music. Noon, 
75 Lincoln Hall. Free 





Uncoln Hall Aud. 
Florestan Tria, 4 pm, lincoln Hall Aud. 
Call 229-4440 for admission information. 
Piano Recital Series artist Aldo Ciccolini. 
Call 229--407614452 for admission/series 
information. 8 pm, lincoln Hall Aud. 
Friends of Chamber Music: Concord Siring 
Quartet. Call 229-407614452 for admissionl 
series information. 8 pm, lincoln Hall Aud. 
Visual Arts Special Events 
CHINA FROM WITHIN CAT SHOW 
Aug. 29- "China From Within,"a ¥iewofChina through 
Sept 25 theeyes of its own photographers; circulated 
by the Smithsonian Institution. Mon·Thurs., 
12-4 pm; Sept. 11, 18. 25, 2-5 pm; Free 
Littman Callery, 250 Smith Center 
Sept. 10 Rose City Cat Fanciers Show. $2 adults; 
$1 .50 students. sr. adults . 10 am-4 pm, 
355 Smith Center. 
Sept. , 1 Chinese brush painting demonstration byWing 
leong, Chinese Art Studio. 2 pm, 2S0 Smith 
Center, Free 
SYMPOSIUM 
Oct. 14 "Teaching the Culture & Society of Latin 
America," presented in conjunction with the 
Pacific Coast Council on Lalin American 
Studies Conference (Ocl. 13· , 5). Speakers 
include Bradford Bums, UCLA; Roberto 
Gonzalez-Echevarria, Vale; Jean Franco, 
Columbia, Call 229-3914 for more 
information. Begins 8:45 am, lincoln Hall 
Aud. 
Sept. 18 Slide lecture, "The Chinese l andscape in 
Scroll Paintings," by Donald Jenkins, 
director, Portland Art Museum. 2 pm, 
298 Smith Center, Free 
Sept 25 Lecture/poetry reading, "Twin Fi8ures: 
The Poem in the Chinese landscape," by 
Kenneth Hanson, professor of literature, 
Reed College, & translator of Chinese 
poetry. 2 pm, 250 Smith Center, Free 
Sports Campus Dates 
FOOTBAll 
Labor Day. University closed. 





Fall term advance registration ends 
General registration, fall term 
Sepl. 10 Oregon State, 6 pm 
Sepl. 17 Sacramento Siale, 7 pm 
Ocl. 8 University of Idaho, 7 pm 
Day & evening classes begin. Senior adult 
registration begins on a space-available. 
non-credil, no tuition basis at Sr. 
Oct. 1S Hu mboldt State, 1 :30 pm 
Adult Lea rning Center, 137 Neuberger, 
229-4739. 
PSU, city gear up for 
fi rst -ever football duel 
The Green Machine meets the 
Orange Forces. 
It's not the latest Grade Z sci-fi 
thriller, but it is Grade A football, 
6 p. m., Saturday, Sept. 10, in Civic 
Stadium, when the Portland State 
Vikings take on the Oregon State 
Beavers in a first-ever gridiron batt le. 
PSU Athletic Director Roy Love has 
set his sights on a Civic Stadium 
sell-out, making this potenlia" y the 
biggest at hle ti c event in PSU history 
-and, coincidentally, an economic 
shot in the arm for downtown 
Portland. Love also wants to flood the 
stadium with so much PSU green that 
51. Patrick's Day will pale in 
comparison. 
As to the goal of a Civic Stadium 
sell-out, by late August Athletic 
Development had reported that 80 
percent of the 25,000 seats had been 
sold, with extra bleacher space 
planned. Downtown hotels and 
motels have designed "football 
weekend" packages which include 
game tickets, and the athletic 
departments and alumni of PSU and 
OSU have planned special activities 
surround ing the game. 
Both the Viking Athletic Association 
and the OSU Beaver Club have 
scheduled major pre-game gatherings. 
The Beaver Club has planned a 
tailgate party for 300 OSU boosters 
on the grassy area next to PSU's Main 
Gym. 
The VAA expects upwards of 500 
for a pre-game barbecue on the roof 
of the parking garage at Broadway 
and Hall. The $6 price includes free 
parking and shuttle bus service to and 
from Civic Stadium. In case of rain, 
the barbecue wil l move to one of the 
covered floors of the garage. 
Reservations for this family dinner, 
which starts at 3:30, may be made by 
calling Athletic Development, 
229-4000. 
Across town, beginning aL3:30 
p.m. on the Lloyd Center mall , there 
will be a big pep rally with two bands 
and the PSU and OSU rally squads. 
Just as that's wrapping up at 4:30, 
fans can hustle over to Civic Stadium 
for a pre-game concert by the Crazy 
~~:b~~d~iIlAp~:~ ~~~ ':n7;t ~e 
dance al the Sta rry Night. During the 
game, the Centennia l High School 
and OSU Alumni bands will play. 
Following the game, at 
approximately 9 p.m. , the fireworks 
wi ll shih from the stadium turf to the 
stadium sky in a special aerial display 
spon~red by G.1. Joe's. 
The Viking Athletic Association 
invites all PSU fans to the MAC Club 
after the game to a hoped-for vidory 
celebration. This should carry the 
festivit ies well into Sunday, capping 
Portland's first major college football 
weekend in many years. 
Tickets, at $10, S8.S0, S7, and S5, 






with Rick Steves 
Tour leader, travel 
consultant and newspaper 
columnist offers 
4 Classes on Budget Travel 
Rick Steves, author of the widely acclaimed book, Europe Through the Back Door, shows you 
how to experience Europe as an intimate friend - on a limited budget. Steves returns from four 
months in Europe just in time to share his knowledge gained from more than a decade of travel 
on the Conti nen!. 
During four classes Steves will cover the things you need to know- planning and preparation, 
transportation, health and urban survival, and budget eating and sleeping. And the things you 
want to know - the places where you can see and experience Europe as few Americans do. 
The course's itinerary includes France, Spain, Portugal, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Great 
Britain, Belgium, the Netherlands, Scandinavia, Italy, and Greece. 
Classes meet Thursdays, Nov. 3, 10, 17, and Dec. 1,6:40 to 9:20 p.m., on the PSU campus. 
One credit (audit). Cost for the entire course: $49, including Steves' do-it-yourself travel 
handbook, Europe Through the Back Door. 
Co-sponsored by PSU Alumni Tours and PSU International Studies. For details, call or write: 




P.O. Box 751 
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